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The consumption process 

Consumption is essential for human development and is also the main driver of 
ecological stress. Since people need both consumption and a supportive ecosystem, it is 
necessary to identify and promote consumption patterns that make the greatest 
contribution to human development for the least stress on the ecosystem-or 
HHD/LES (High Human Development/Low Ecosystem Stress) consumption patterns. 

In principal, policies to promote HHD/LES consumption patterns could be applied at 
any stage or combination of stages in the consumption process: during resource 
extraction, transport, manufacturing and construction, trade, and "final" consumption 
by the service sector, government and households (Figure 1). Consumption occurs 
throughout the process: resource extractors consume energy, plant and machinery; 
transporters consume energy, transportation equipment and infrastructure; 
manufacturers and builders consume energy and raw materials; and traders consume 
energy and equipment. Service organizations, governments and households are final 
consumers only in the sense that they consume final products (as well as energy). As 
reLyding increases, they too are becoming intermediaries, returning materials to the 
manufacturing/construction stage. Accordingly. it is desirable to consider the process 
in its entirety. 
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Figure 1. The consumption process and its effects on the ecosystem. 

This paper reviews the relationship between consumption and ecosystem stress, first 
discussing ways of measuring ecosystem stress, and then examining four sets of 
consumption patterns and their relationship to ecosystem stress and human benefits: 
food, water, energy, and materials. 
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Measuring ecosysten\ stress 

All consumption of goods and services entails the use of energy and materials. And any 
use of energy'" and rnaterials ~'auses son1e stress on the ecosysteln. Stresses occur at every"'
stage of the consumption process (Figure I). Energy is used to drive the entire process 
and at each stage a proportion of material is returned to the ecosystem as waste and 
pollution. 

Stress is unavoidable and all ecosystems can tolerate it some degree. Tolerance is a 
function of "carrying capacity"-the capacity of an ecosystem to support healthy 
organisms while maintaining its productivity, adaptability, and capability of renewal 
(IUCN·UNEp·'NvVF 1991). The carrying capacity of a particular ecosystem is finite, 
but people can use technology to increase their "share" of that capacity. This reduces 
the "share" of other species and so is usually at the cost of reducing biological diversity. 
In addition, a society can use trade to subsidize the capacity of its local ecosystem with 
that of another. Such subsidies can be increased and maintained for long periods until 
they impinge on the capacity of larger ecosystems to renew themselves and absorb 
wastes safely. 

As shown in Figure 1, the main types ecosystem stress due to consumption are: 

• Resource depletion, which has an immediate human impact, from higher costs to 
severe hardship. The collapse of tlsheries, such as Atlantic cod, throws people out 
of work and denies many their only source of income other than social assistance. 
Reductions in fuelwood supplies add to the hours and distance that women have 
to seek fuel and carrv it home. Exhaustion of accessible and easily extracted oil, 

, ' 
gas and ore, increases the expense of producing energy and minerals. 

• Ecosystem conversion and modification for agriculture, timber production, 
mineral extraction. and infrastructure. Impacts include reductions in canying 
capacity (induding loss of productive land) and declines in biodiversity (see 
below). 

• Degradation of land, water and air, due partly to ecosystem modification but 
largely to pollution, as phvsical, chemical and biological materials are lost to the 
ecosystem at every stage of the process. Some consequences for human 
development are immediate, others are delayed. They include increased disease 
and death rates, alteration of atmosphere and climate, siltation of reservoirs, 
losses of soil, and reductions in the productivity and resilience of ecosystems. 

• Declining biodiversity (reductions and extinctions of populations, species and 
ecological communities), a result of the above stresses. Extinctions of populations 
are early warnings of threats to species .. rhe genetic stocks within crop varieties, 
livestock breeds and their wild relatives provide essential traits for increasing and 
improving agricultural production and the development of biotechnologies. The 
rising numbers of plant, animal and other species threatened with extinction 
represent an irreparable loss. Species have intrinsic worth. They also are the 
source of all biological wealth-supplying food, raw materials, medicines, 
recreational resources, and a store of other goods and services worth many 
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billions of dollars per year. Ecological communities maintain the ecological and 
evolutionary processes that sustain life. These in turn are necessalY to help 
maintain the planet's chemical balance, moderate climate, renew soil, and 
conserve species diversity. 

• Reduced carrying capacity. The consequences of reduced carrying capacity are 
that the Earth will support fewer people well, or more people less well, or a world 
of sharply increased disparities (a few people well, a great manv poorly). It is 
likely also that the capricio\lsness of climatic and environmental events will 
increase: more frequent and severe storms, noods, and droughts. 

~o single consumption need-be it for food, water, housing, transport, clothing, or 
things-has a single environmental effect. Food consumption. for example, involves 
conversion of forests and other natural areas into ranchland and cropland, degradation 
of those lands hy overstocking or excessive or inappropriate cultivation, contamination 
of water with pesticides and nutrients, pollution of air from burning pastures and crop 
residues (and kitchen air from cooking smoke), addition of carbon dioxide and 
methane to the atmosphere, and so on. These and other impacts of food consumption 
contribute to reductions in the diversity of ecological communities, species, and genetic 
variants-including losses of crop varieties and livestock breeds whose value to 
agriculture (as sources of disease resistance, productivity and other qualities) is 
increasing with advances in genetic engineering and biotechnology. 

At the same time, other consumption needs contribute to these environmental effects. 
The task of disentangling the contributions to ecm,ystem stress of specific sectors and 
activities is onerous even with detailed information on energy and material nows. It is 
impossible without such information. 

To obtain a clear picture of the main patterns of consumption and ecosystem stress, 
aggregate measures of both are needed. Attempts to obtain such measures have 
followed three main approaches: monetary, physical, and performance. 

Monetary n'1easures 

The monetary approach converts natural resources and ~nvironmental services into 
monetary units, otherwise colloquially known as green accounting. Methods 
exemplifying the monetary approach include the System for Integrated Environmental 
and Economic Accounting (SEEA); the Index of Sustainable Economic \,yelfare 
(ISE\V); and the World Bank's Genuine Saving and \,yealth. 

SEEAs are being developed in several countries (for example, Australia, Canada, 
Germany, Mexi"o, ~etherlands, Sweden, tJK, USA) as satellite accounts linked to the 
System of National Accounts (SNA). Environmental costs and benefits, expenditures 
for environmental protection and chang~s in natural resource assets are shown in now 
accounts and balance sheets that are separate from the SNA but are concordant with 
it. The SNA covers income and assets that can be valued using market prices. The 
SEK'\ disaggregates the tlow accounts to show those aspects that rel1ect the 
prevention, avoidance, treatment or repair of environmental damage. It treats natural 
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assets in greater detail to show stocks and changes in wild species, ecosystems, soil, 
mineral reserves, water, and air. The SEEA uses market values where available, but in 
their absence employs near· market and non-market concepts such as replacement cost, 
maintenance c4, prevention and remediation costs, and contingent valuation (for 
example, willingness-to-pay). Satellite accounts include resource and pollutant now 
accounts and environmental expenditure accounts. The SEEA can yield aggregate 
indicators of economic performance adjusted for ecosystem stress, such as the Eco
Domestic Product (EDP), which is Net Domestic Product (GDP less depreciation) 
minus depletion of natural resources and degradation of the environment (Hamilton & 
Lutz 199f); LiN Statistical Division 1993). 

The Index of Sustainable Economic vVelfare (lSEV/) is an attempt at a better measure 
of welfare than G~P/GDP. ISEvVs have been cakulated for Australia, Denmark, 
Germany, Netherlands, UK, and the USA where it is termed the Genuine Progress 
Indicator (GPI) (Daly & Cobb 1989, 1994; Dieren 1995). The GPI consists of 
personal consumption expenditures (taken from the SNA) weighted for income 
distribution, plus the value of household work, parenting, and volunteer work, plus 
services of consumer durables and highways and streets, plus net capital investment, 
plus or minus net foreign lending or borrowing, minus social costs (crime, family 
breakdown, loss of leisure time, underemployment, commuting, automobile accidents), 
minus environmental costs. Note that consumption is treated as the core contributor 
to welfare. The environmental costs are household pollution abatement (expenditures 
on equipment such as air and water filters), water pollution (costs of reduced water 
quality and siltation), air pollution, noise pollution, radioactive waste management and 
grpenhouse gases, ozone depletion, loss of wetlands, loss of farmland, soil degradation, 
loss of forests, and depletion of nonrenewable energy resources. The costs are derived 
from two estimates: a physical estimate (such as the rate of siltation or the area of 
farmland lost to urbanization) and an estimate of the monetary value of that physical 
change(Cobb, Halstead & Rowe 199.5). Either the physical or the monetary estimate 
applies to one or a few years, and even more adventurous iudgments on performance 
are made for the rest of the 45-year series. 

Genuine Saving is net saving less the value of resource depletion and environmental 
damage (Hamilton & Lutz 1996; vVorld Bank 1997a). The starting point is the SNA's 
gross domestic investmen t less net foreign borrowing including net official transfers 
(gross saving) less depreciation of produced assets (net saving). Then values for resource 
depletion and pollution damage are subtracted from net saving. Depletion of fossil 
fuels and other minerals is estimated as the difference between the value of production 
at world prices and total c'osts of production (including depreciation of fixed assets and 

I- return on ('apita~ Forps! resourcps are induded on the basis of the difference between 
the rental value of roundwood harvest and the corresponding value of the net 
increment in forests and plantations. Pollution damage to produced assets and the 
effects of pollution on output (e.g., damage to crops) are assumed to be captured 
already by the national accounts. Genuine Saving's contribution is to include 
pollution's effects on welfare, valued as willingness to pay to avoid excess mortality and 
the pain and suffering from pollution-linked illness and disability (World Bank 1997a). 



The vVorld Bank's concept of wealth adds natural resources, healthy ecosystems, and 
human resources (healthy and educated people), to the conventional accounting 
concept of produced assets. Thus values are placed on stocks of fossil fuels and other 
minerals, timber, non timber benefits of forests, cropland, pasture land, and protected 
areas (\Norld Bank 1007a). 

These methods make a substantial contribution to informed decision making by 
providing an environmental dimension to the SNA However, they show the inherent 
limitations of using money as a measure of the condition of the ecosystem and people
ecosystem interactions. Issues that are not easily or appropriately converted to a 
monetary value are either left out or distorted. In the CPI, air pollution does not 
include impacts on health and mortality. In Genuine Saving's valuation of forests, non
wood products and services such as carbon storage and watershed protection are 
excluded. In the \Vorld Bank's wealth estimates, the ecological and life-support 
functions of natural systems are described as "critically important" but nonetheless are 

" omitted because of the difficulty of putting a money value on ther~\Vorld Bank 
1997a). Sometimes the distortions are large-as in the valuation of protected areas as 
the opportunity cost of not using them as pasture-and the discipline of economics is 
used in a hi"hly rela..xed way, as in the valuation of "excess" clearance of tropical forests 

o 'r~ . 
as willingness.tRi< pay for their preservation (\Vorld Bank 1997 a). 

Monetary measures of resource depletion rely on future values of extraction and 
resource prices that arc inherently uncertain (Aaheim & Nyborg 1993, cited in 
Hamilton & Lutz 1996). All the methods use reserve life as the basis for valuing 
depletion of fossil fuels and other minerals. Yet stocks of ore or oil or gas change with 
exploration effort, which changes with the prke of the mineral. As the richer more 
accessible deposits are depleted the poorer and less accessible deposits become 
economic. Thus mineral reserves are a measure of inventory, and the market value of a 
mineral reHects the relationship between inventory and demand-not the mineral's 
actual scarcity. In some accounts, reserve discoveries are treated as additions to the 
stock of wealth, with the effect that these inventory changes can outweigh real 
depletion and degradation of soils and forests (as in natural resource accounts prepared 
for Indonesia [Repetto et al. 1989]). Since the current price does not track depletion of 
fossil fuels, the C;Pj uses replacement cost instead-the cost of producing the same 
amount of energy from renewable sources. However, calculating this cost involves a 
great deal of speCUlation about the effed on, for example, grain prices if corn became a 
major source of fuel as well as of food and feed-to say nothing of environmental 
impacts such as erosion (Cobb, Halstead & Rowe 1995). 

A troublesome aspect is that the money values mask the physical dat a on which they 
are based. The estimates, assumptions and judgments embedded in the physical data 
are overlain by another set of estimates, assumptions and judgments. A more 
fundamental problem lies in measuring the condition of the ecosystem only as an 
adjustment of a measure of human wealth. The paradox is revealed in the observation 
that "Even though natural capital is normally third in importance as a source of wealth 
behind human resources and produced assets, it does form the ecologi<-al basis for life 

and is a fundamental builuing block of national wealth" (World Bank 199/il). If 
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something is irreplaceable and essential for us, we need to know its condition and the 
stresses we arc placing on it independently of some measure of our own condition. As 
value added rises, the importance of resources and the environment appear to diminish, 
even though their contribution to human wellbeing does not change. The situation is 
analogous to the relationship between the daily food energy people must consume to 
exist and the energy they may consurne in the course of their existence: the 2:!OO 
calories or so are utterly dwarfed by the 340 gigajoules consumed by (say) the average 
><orth American. 

Physical measures 

All monetary measures of resource deplet.ion and environmental degradation rely on 
physical measures. Aggregate physical measures can be produced using equivalent 
effects, weight, energy, or area as common units. 

\-Yhen equivalent effects are used as the common unit, pollutants that have similar 
effects are combined according to their potential for that effect. Greenhouse gases are 
combined on the basis of their global warming potential, ozone depleting substances 
are combined according to their ozone depletion potential, and other pollutants are 
combined according to their potentials for acidification or eutrophication, or their 
toxicity (for example, Adriaansc 1(9 3). 

The materials used by an economy can be combined according to their weight, 
allowing calculation of the total material 110w through the economy (for example, 
Adriaanse et all 9(7). Similarly, both energy and material 110ws through the economy, 
and changes in ecosystems, can be expressed in terms of the amount of solar energy 
they embody. Material now is discussed in detail in a separate section below. 

The Ecological Footprint quantifies the biologically productive areas necessary to 
provide a society's resource supplies and absorb its wastes. It converts uses of energy 
and renewable resources into the area of productive land and sea required to supply the 

< resources and absorb carbon dioxide from fossil fuels: thisft society's "ecological 
footprint" (vVackernagel & Rees 1(96). In a report on the ecological footprint of 47 
nations (\-Yackernagel et ai. 19(7), the productive area is defined as "fossil energy land" 
(land required for carbon dioxide absorption), arable land, pasture, forest, built-up 
areas, and the most productive part of the sea. The report estimales the size of thesc 
areas world-wide and hence t he average area available for each person in the world. It 
t hen subtracts 12 % for protectcd areas, leaving (in 1(93) 1.8 hectares per capita of 
"available ecological capacity", or biologically productive area available for human use. 
A country's resource consumplion is translated into land and water areas on the basis 
of ("slimates of world average yields of a basket of resources. Energy consumption is 
calculated as the country's energy requirement plus the energy embodied in imports 
minus the energy embodied in exports. The land and water area is converted to a per 
capita requirement adjusted for the difference between the productivity of the 
ecosystems of the country concerned and world average productivity. This is the 
ecological footprint. The difference between the ecological footprint and available 
ecological c"'pacity is I he ecological surplus or deficit (Table 1). 
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Physical units usually have a velY limited scope. Thus equivalent effects combine 
indicators of land, air and water degradation. \Veight combines indicators of material 
use. \Veight and equivalent effects could be used together to show the impacts of 
material flows. Energy combines indicators of material and energy use and can be used 
son1ewhat 1110re "videly to model ecosystenl functions and hunlan~ecosystenl 
interactions. However, the measures often call for many assumptions and judgments, 
and if they are extended beyond their core scope, they produce distortions similar to 
those in monetary evaluation. The ambitious use of area in the Ecological Footprint 
vividly reveals disparities in ecological demand among countries. However, it has 
difficulties reflecting the impacts of pollution (only carbon dioxide is accounted for) 
and changes in biodiversity. 

COUNTRY AVAILABLE ECOLOGICAL ECOLOGICAL 
ECOLOGICAl. FOOTPRINT SURPLUS! 

CAPACITY ha/capita DEI'ICIT 
ha!capita ha/capita . 

-'I ,'""'V"O:O=cRL=D;=;------;-----'-------;I-. oc-, +------;c2cc.3~--· .. - 0.5 ' 

i Australia 16.6 8.2 , 8A 
. Baneladesh 0.1 0.6 -0.5 ! 

Belrriunl 1.1 5.3 ! .-_. -'-=-4.2: 
Canada 11.0 7.2 3.8 . 
-~----

Chile ().2 3.6 5.6 
China----~-------;;O-;. q+---. _-_-.-_-.. -;.o_'""".c;c,,-t+-._-_-_-_------c0-;.0~1 
Denmark --- -10:0 I . 5.5 , '-4.5-1 

- ---......... ---c-;--tl--- --;CCC" 

Egypt 0.2 l.l i -0." I 

Ethiopia 0.5 , 1.0 ! -0 0; 1 

~~d'Y---+--------;C;-)~;-:-;;~---- ---i~~---=--=- ~!_U 
India 0.3 0.8 -0 ... 51 
Italy 1.2 4.7, -3.5 

, Japan ~.l 7.0 ! -..J." i 
--··---t ---

Korea. R _---=-c0e-Aec'-,-" _____ c'..J'-c. "c-+-' __ .. __ 1. 5 i 

","cw Zealand 53.9 . oJ ' 4..J.2 I 
"'" orwav =--+.-----1c..6'-".,·'I-----.....:.b..:..2~-----..:.1 O=.)'-i 

Pakistan I" 0.5 ___ ----;0"""."'8-'. _____ -0.3 
Singal'ore 0.0 ::>.8 -5.8 

. USA -----,--- 6.8 8.6 . 
---~-----

-l.5 I 

Table 1. Available ecological capacity, ecological footprint, and ecological surplus/deficit 
of a sample of countries, selected to represent the extremes of performance [1993) 
(Wackernagel et al. 1"07). 

Perfonnance 111eaSUres 

A performance scalp combines indicators according to how well a society or 
organization performs on each indicator. Indicators are plotted on a performance scale 
in rplation to one or both ends of the scale. In some performance scales, t he end points 
are decided all. the hasis of experienced poformance (and s0111etil11.eS also expected 
pprformance). An example is thp Human Development Index I.HDI), in which the 
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minimum levels represent the lowest observed values over the past 30 years, and the 
maximum levels represent the highest expected values in the next 30 years, In other 
performance scales, the end points are decided on the basis of desired performance. An 
example is the Dutch Environmental Pressure Index (EPI). Aggregate measures of 
ecosystem stress that use a performance scale include the EPI and the Ecosystem 
\"/ ellbein&,Stress Index (E\'\'jSI). 

The EPI aggregates Dutch environmental policy performance indicators covering seven 
issues, which are combined on the basis of the gap between current performance and a 
sustainability or "no-major-effect" level (Table 2). The measurement for each issue 
(expressed as global warming equivalents, acidifieatjon equivalents, etc.) is multiplied 
by the distance from the sustainability level (expressed as a percentage of that level) to 
give a score for each issue (expressed as environmental pressure equivalents). The scores 
are added to give a total index of environmental pressure. The scale goes from 0 
(sustain ability levels achieved for all issues) to more t.han 8,000 (the combined distance 
from sustainability in 1(85) (Adriaanse 1'193). 

- ---_._-_. 

ISSUE SC'STAINABILITY LEVEL 
[ Greenhouse gases Pre-industrial levels (backgrou_1::l'? rat~2~'_~~_.' __ ~~~~-I 
1,-0c-zc-0;on",e_c_Ic-op_Ie_tl_' n~g,,-su_b_s_ta~n_c_cs~-'-oZ-,-e ro (background ra tes) 
j\cidification ; Level at \vhich little damage occurs to vegetation on sensitive sites ._1 

Eutrophication ! Soil: equilibrium fertilization (balance benveen nutrient addition 

~ToXic substances 
I Solid waste disposal r Nuisance trOI11 noise and 

! and removal) I 

: ',Vatt'r: zero (nutrient carrying capacity already reached or 
. _e"ceeded) 

Maximum acceptable risk (national standard) 
~T:-\.s low as possible 

T -- ---

( As low as possible 
odour __ -'1 ____ ....... _ .. _ .. _ .. _______________ .... ..: 
Table 2. Sustainability or "no-major-effect" levels of indicators in the Environmental 
Pressure Index. 

The Ecosystem Wellbein&'Stress Index (E\"//SI) is one axis of a biaxial performance 
scale, the Barometer of Sustainability. the other axis producing a Human Wellbeing 
Index (H\VI). The E\'\'/SI and H\,,/T can be related and compared, and an additional 
aggregate measure produced: human wellbeing per unit of ecosystem stress. The 
Barometer scale has five banels, allowing users to define not just the end points of the 
scale but intermediate points as well, for greater t1exibility and control. Performance 
criteria are defined on the basis of objectives, international or national standards and 
targets, background rates, or combinations of these (Prescott-Allen 19(7). In lh" 
V'lclibeingofNations, the E\'\'/SI has been constructed for 170 countries, combining 
indicators of land conversion and modification, land degradation, forest change, river 
conversion and modification, water quality, water withdrawals and supply, stress on 
the atmosphere, protected areas, threatened 'pecies, threatenecllivestock breeds, energy 
use, timber harvesting, and fisheries (Prescott-Allen. In press). 

Performance scales allow use of whatever yardstick is most appropriate to the issue 
,'on,'crned. Income and value added are measured in money; but health is measun:d in 
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disease and death rates, species diversity in percentages of threatened species, land 
degradation as erosion rates, and so on. This is especially useful in devising aggregate 
measures of environmental stress, because the physical units in which stress is measured 
can be kept intact, so keeping distortion to a minimum. Judgment is required in 
defining end and intermediate points on the scale, but the judgments are no greater 
than those called for when converting ecosystem value to money. 

Food 

A desirable pattern of food consumption is one in which everyone has enough food 
(low food insufficiency), virtually all of the food supply is produced domestically (high 
self-reliance). and ecosystem stress is low. 

A good indicator of food insufficiency is the percentage of the population that is 
undernourished, defined as food consumption below the minimum energy requirement. 
Where this indicator is not available, a substitute is the percentage of babies with low 
birth weight (under:2 500 grams). Poor nutrition is often a major factor in low birth 
weight, although other factors such as malaria may be significant. The percentage of 
the population that is undernourished ranges from 1 % in South Korea to 73% in 
Afghanistan (FAa 1996b). In countries for which undernutrition data are not 
available, the percentage of babies with low birth weight ranges from 2% in Tonga to 
~09<) in Guinea-Bissau and the Solomon Islands \vVHO 1997). 

High self-reliance is important for several reasons. First, it increases the security of the 
food supply and a society's control over the quality and safety of food and the manner 
in which it is produced. Second, shorter transportation distances reduce the chance of 
environmental damage due to transport (except in some large countries, sud1 as the 
r 1SA, where the distances are great). The UK-based SAFE Alliance has developed the 
concept of Foodmiles, the distance travelled by agricultural products from producer to 
consumer. UK food imports by air more than doubled during the I 980s, leading to 
greater energy consumption and air pollution (DECD 1997). A third reason is that 
countries that produce the bulk of tlwir own food will incur the associated ecosystem 

... , stress ~ather than displace it to other countries: this makes it easier to 
account for the stress, and ('QuId provide an incf'ntive to reduce it. 

An indicator of self-reliance is food production as a percentage of supply. An overall 
percentage is not meaningful because it can be distorted by large exports of a single 
commodity. For example, Malaysia's total food production is 100% of its total supply. 
yet it produces less than halt its supply of cereals, vegetables and dairy products. The 
distortion is clue to a huge surplus of palm oil (FAO lLJLJOa). To avoid this problem, 
production as a percentage of supply has been assessed separately for nine food groups: 
cereals, starchy roots, sugar and sweeteners, nuts and oils, pulses and vegetables, fruit. 
meat and eggs, dairy products, and fish and seafood. If production in any group 
exceeds supply, it is recorded as 100% (not 110% or whatever it may be). The 
indicator is the mean of the nine groups. On this basis, self-reliance ranges from India's 
100% to the Netherlands Antilles' 3% (data from FAO 1996a). 
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Ecosystem stress due to food consumption depends on how much food is consumed, 
the modes of production and consumption, the distance between the points of 
production and consumption, and the amount and type of processing. The food 
sector's biggest impacts are during production and transportation. In British Columbia, 
virtually all of the sector's impacts on the land, water and biodiversity and most of 
those on the air and atmosphere are due to agriculture rather than to processing 
(Prescott-Allen 19c}7bj. 

Three measures of ecosystem stress are used here: the percentage of the land area 
occupied by cropland and permanent pastures; the extent and severity of land 
degradation; and fertilizer consumption per unit of arable land. The first of these 
indicates how much of the land area has been converted to agriculture, the second 
wi",ther the productivity of the land is being maintained or is declining, and the third 
the intensity of resource inputs. Some food production regimes are low input but 
extensive, cOI\verting and modifying habitat over wide areas. Some are intensive, 
requiring a relatively small area but subsidizing production with large imports of energy 
and chemicals. Some are a bit of both. A substantial amount of production (in British 
Columbia morc than 40'}6 bv yaluc [Prescott-Allen 1 997b]) now comes from crops and 
livestock raised in buildings: dairy products, poultry and eggs, pigs, mushrooms, and 
glasshouse yegetables. These appear to oceLlpy less space than traditional agriculture, 
but the teed supply comes from farms and fisheries, and pollution tends to be high. 

The percentage of the land area occupied by cropland and permanent pasture ranges 
trom less than 1 % in Suriname to 85% in Uruguay (FAU I 996a). Fertilizer 
consumption per hectare of arable land ranges from 0.3 kg in Niger to 4,800 kg in 
Singapore (FAO 1996a). 

The main forms of soil degradation are erosion, loss of nutrients and organic matter, 
salinization, pollution, and physical deterioration (such as compaction). Estimates of 
degradation have been made using the Global Assessment of Soil Degradation 
(GLASOD [Oldeman et <7Z. 199 I; UNEP/ISRlC 1 <)90) and other studies (Baitullin & 
Bekturova I q97; FAO-l..'NDP-LNEP 19 94). GLASOD classifies areas by type of 
degradation (if any) and by degree and extent of each type. As a large scale assessment 
it was not intended for use at country level. Although inaccurate for small countries, 
GLASOD provides a good idea of the extent and severity of land degradation in 
countries of 1 (J million hectares and above. For the present paper, the land area subject 
to different degrees of degradation (see Table 3) was estimated and expressed as a 
percentage of the combined area of cropland and pasture. The percentages were 
multiplied by a factor according to the severity of degradation (Table 3) and then 
added to provide a rough index of soil degradation. The index is very rough: 
agricultural land is not the only land that may be degraded (forest land may be as 
well); GLASUD's estimates of degradation are approximate and not intended for 
,'olmtry leyel analysis; and the estimates of cropland and pasture are not always 
reliable. 

The three measures of ecosystem stress are categorized by seyerity (Table 4) and given 
a score. They are then combined into a simple index by adding the scores (Table 5). 
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DEGREE DEFIKITION SCORE FOR 'I! 

EACH % ! I 

Light -- ---+-1 -la-,-,d-"-'i-th-so-m-e-"-'h-a-t-r-e-d-u-ce~d '~g~ic;d tura1 suitability: 

I restoration to full productivity possible by moditying 

I Moderate 
, 

• Il1!lnagement: original biotic functions stilllargelv i::.n"-t"=-c=-t=--____ ~~ 
land with greatly reduced agrkultural suitability: maior 1/, 

! itnprovelnents required to restore productivity; original 
! biotic functions partly destroyed 

f-=~S~~~lg---+I-'I-'a"-n=d::::l':\o::::n=--::::re'::c=-l=-al=-' n
L

",=-. b=-l=e=-a'::t-'t::'·a'::n'::n.Ll::'e,::'·e~I~: -n-1a jor engi~~ering ,,-'or ks 

.. 1 re(juired for restora,uol\: origina11oiotic functions .d",'e::'s::::tr .. 0'lv::::e"d_+-____ _ 
Extrerne i land l.lnreclairn..~ble and beyond restor:Hion: original hi otic I ') 

LI _____ .=-f .. u .. n ... c:."t ... l0~n ... s .. f .. u<':1l..,v..:d::::e'.::s .. tr.._oc:.."\ ... e::::d"___ ___________ ~ __ 

Table 3. Classification of the degree or severity of soil degradation. 

CATEGORy-r SCORE! CROP + PASTURE 
I I AS % LA'\JD 

Ven,rlow 1 
I Low " , 

• Moderate c 
J 

High 4 
Verv high J 

! 

t ----

I 

L 

<10 
10-10 
20-"39 

60-100 

INDEX OF LAl\ID 
DEGRADATION 

<10 
lO.j 0 

40-50 
60-100 

FERTILIZER 
CONSl'MP. KG/HA 

___ <2Q ____ I 

20.4
0 l 

SO·GO 

loo-IOq-- I 

200-1000 I 

Table 4. Categories and Sl:ores for degrees of ecosystem stress: area of cropland and 
pennanent pasture as a percentage uf lhe lolalland area, index of land degradation, and 
fertilizer consumption (kilograms per hectare). 

1 .. _ CATEGORY COMBIKED SCOIUj 
I Low ___ --+ ____ "3-6 I 
! Moderate 7-0 

II 

, High -----i--- 1.0::--:-1c::2c.... __ --: 
I VeIY high 13-15 ~ 

Table 5. Index of ecosystem stress. 

Degrees of food insufficiency and self-reliance are also grouped into categories (Table 
() ). 

I CATEGORY 

h---
% POPliNDER.:'\JOURISHEO-1 CATEGORY ! 

% LOW BIRTH WEIGHT BABIES: i 
Low 
Moderate _-+-__ 
Ili h 

< 10 High 

_ __ ... 10"--lcO ______ c-Moderate 
~0-3() Low 

PRODl'CTION AS (h) i 

SCPPI.Y J 
>80 

80-61 
b0-41 

_~~ry high 40-80 VeIY low ._~ ___ !-.:O:L _____ . 
Table 6. Categories of food insufficiency and self-reliance. 

Countries whose food insufficiency is measured direc:tly are analyzed first (Tables 7-

16), followed by t hose for which it is measured indirectly as percentage of babies with 
low birth weight (Tables 17-19). 

II 



Countries with low food insufficiency and high self-reliance have either moderate or 
high indices of ecosystem stress (Table 7). The best performers (moderate stress) are 

Tunisia. Brazil, Argentina and Pruguay. Two countries (Lebanon and Cuba) have low 
insufficiency, moderate self-reliance, and moderate ecosystem stress (Table 8); five 

countries (Myanmar, Indonesia, Ecuador, Paraguay. Morocco) have moderate 

insufficiency, high self-reliance, and moderate ecosystem stress (Table 10). 

Among countries with low indices of ecosystem stress, the best performers are Algeria, 

,,,ilh low insufficiency and moderate self-reliance (Table 8), and Papua New Guinea 

which has moderate insufficiency and. moderate self-reliance (Table 11). Other 
countries with low ecosystem stress have high or verv high insufficiency: Guyana, 
Guinea, Zaire (Table 13); Congo, Cote d']voire, Gabon, Gambia (Table 14); 

Mauritania (Table 15): Central African Republic, Chad, Malawi, Zambia (Table 16). 

All except Guyana are j\irican and are characterized by extensive low input food 

production systems that do not meet basic needs (partly due to inefficient and 

inequitable distribution). 

Most of the countries for which insufficiency data are lacking are developed, and the 
percentage of babies with low birth weight is below 10% (Tables 17-19). Among those 

with high self-reliance, Canada and Russia have low indices of ecosYstem stress, and 
Bulgaria and Australia have moderate indices (Table 17). Among those with moderate 

self-reliance, Belize has a low index of ecosystem stress, and !'inland, Norway and Tapan 

have moderate indices iTable 18). 

COUNTRY 

Brazil 
1 Tuni~a ". 

t) i i Argentina 
Uruguay 

i 

51 
Egvpt 6' i 

I Korea.DPR 5 
---- - I 

% LOW I % LOW . PROD. I sea . ~ CROP + i DEGR .. 
FOOD BIRTH I AS Ofo STRESS I PAST. I AS 90 

i 'NT , SUPPLY i! INDEX AS % i CROP 
I i LAND PAST. 

06 III 96' 111333' ";0' '78' 
-

i 

- " -
03 I 07 86; m431 S l.R i 

' I 
.,.- 36

1 00 OS 9q I m511 61.8 i 00 

-I 021 08 I 08 OS! m513 84.8 

06i 06 i 81 ' u 14) c - 1 ,) .. ) 41 , 
OC) I 01 i 8bi u 245 17.0 i 50 

FERT·1 
CONS. 
Ikg'ha 
arable) I 

,-

°3.3 i 

18.0 J 
14.7 

82.S 
2·13.3 j 
376.51 

I ,slanuc R l.6 ; __ --cc0'c/~ __ ---'0:.c8~ ~:o u 3:J::..:~'-L' _---'0:..:8".0"-+1 b, 56.1 
, Mexico 6 i 08! 12 +-: __ --=:.8,,::..:-_ u133 52:0 i 26

1 

62.0 

: Turkev ' 51 03 , 0
00

8,'1',' 98 ' U"-'4::..:4::..:3:..., ________ ~5~2"'c2:"..Li_, _________ -,::..:. ~_S::..:(4"-')+. _-_-_---=.54::..:."':OCj 

: I ran I , : ) - ! ,C 0' 

Sv~a:r; Arab R : 5 03 i . '!4Ill)3.') ! 75.2 I' 63.6 , 

Tahle 7. Countries ,,~th low food insufficien<y « 1 0%) and high self-reliance (> 80%). 

SC - size class of countty: 7 ~ ten millions of kIn': b ~ millions of km': 5 ~ hundred thousands 
of km': 4 - ten thousands of km': 3 ~ thousanos of km': 2 - h'Jl1dreds of km': I ~ tens of km'. 

% low food - percentage of the population with insufficient food [190 0-0 2] rF AO 1 CjCj bb). 

"D low birth wt - percentage of babies with low birth weight «2500 g) [1 0 91-93] (\VHO 10 (7). 

Prod. as % supplv - 1'000 production as a percentage of supplv [l 902] ',FAO 1906a). 

Eco stress index -= index of ecosysteln stress: I -'-'-- low; III = tnoderate; U ---'- high; v = very high: 
digits are the scores for the three rneasures of ecosystE'l1"l stress (one digit scorE' per rllcasure) fronl 
which the lndex is oblained (lIt Lhe sarne order as the last three COIUllU1S) (Table j). 

y 
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Crop + past. as % of land ~ area of cropland and pasture as a percentage of the total land area 
[)c)C)4] (FAO 1906a). 

Degr. as C)iJ crop ~ past. ~ index of degraded land area as a percentage of the area of cropland 
and pastnre [lOS; -1000] (Baitullin & Bekturova I g07: FAO-CNDP-UNEP 100 4; Oldeman ft 
al. 100 1; UNEpfISRIC ( 000). The degraded land area is adjusted for the severity of degradation 
(see text for explanation). Note the index is particularly unreliable in size classes 1-,1. The index 
Ilia), be greater than 100 because of this unreliability, because I1on-agriculturalland is also 
degraded. or both. 

Fert. cons. ~ fertilizer consumption (kilogralm per hectare of arable land) [1004] (FAO 10Q ba). 

CO\'NTRY 
, 

SI 9h 1.,0\"" %LO\V I PROD I ECO 
I 

CROP ~ 
j'--

DEGR. I FERT. 
1 

C' FOOD BIRTH AS% STRESS PAST. /\S 96 CO"lS. 
1 1 I 
1 WT SUPPLY', INDEX AS \ib , CROP - , (kg.ha 

! 
, I LAt'\iD I PAST. I arable) , 

I 
Algeria 61 09 i OS 6 il 1--~31 16.6 : 30, 15.5 • 

Lebanon • 4 ~.. ..._95 , 10 101 m313 30." . 05 1 01.51 

Cuba 
. -c-c-_. 

71 i m43~ .')7.7 ~2 I ! 5, 00 08 36.81 
I Malavsia ----- ill·~-~- -- '(;7 ' , 

14.0, 08 65 ! u '334 ' 38 158.61 , 
L.___ I _. 

I Korea. R I 4' 01 ! 04 65 ' u 335 21.7 I 35 I 467.2 

Table 8. Countries with low « 10%) food insufficiency and moderate (61-80%) self
reliance. For key and sources, see Table 7. 

COUNTRY lSI % LOW I %LOW PROD! ECO CROP + DEGR. FERT. 

'C

1 

FOOD BIRTH I AS % i STRESS PAST. AS% CONS. I 
, 

WT • SI..;PPL Y I INDEX AS C5b CROP T \kg/ha 
, 

• 

1 LAND PAST. arable) 
--;-;;--

03 
-~--~ -- 30.6 ' ~anArabJ 6, 04' 52 m152! 8.8 I I 

jordan 4 03 07 ! 53 m252 13.4 >100 34.6 

r1.Tnited Arab 061 
--~-----

4 04 25 u 155 ' 00, >100 ?Oi.7 : 
: Emirates ! I 1 

_. I 

Table 9. Countries with low « 10%) food insufficiency and low « 60%) self-reliance. For 
key and sources, see Table 7. 

COUNTRY 

----
~yanmar 
Ecuador 

--;--_. 
Indonesia 
ParaQUav 

- ----~ -

;v10rocco ._-
Pakistan 
Panama 

. -

Colombia 
China 
~ .. 

Costa Rica 

lsi 00 LOW 
Ci FOOD 

I 

5 I 12 
- -, -

5 : 10 : 
c 

h 12 
5 I) 
5 10 ; 
). 17 

, (! I 10 

6 i 18 
i 

_61 161 
14 12 

.-

~. 

DEGR. )-PERT-:
AS o,h CONS. 

% LOW TPROiS r ECO I CROP + I 

BIRTH i AS % ,STRESS I PAST. . 
WT SL'PPLY ! INDEX I AS% : CROP ~ I ,'kg iha 1 

I 
! LAl\iD I PAST. ! arable) 

~l 08 m241 
, 

15.8 46 17.~ . ! ... 
II I 96 : m3231 ~9.4 ' 14 ~")4.6 

08 ~)/1 m333 ! 23.2 35 84.8 
08 ! 91 1l,-52LI 60.3 10 10.1 ! 

04 87 -0" 67.0 10 'i1.2 m)_~+ 
30 06 u 344 1 34:.2 43 i 102.'3 j -------+-_.- ,-,.,---
10 86. _~ 3_?_~J 28.7 r >100 I 48.1 ! 

44 " ! 10 88 i u 424 ' .~) i 10 : 107.71 
06 96 ' u·B5 53.2 : 24 _}08.:.~_1 ..~ 

Ob 01 v 455 )0.2 ()6i 258.5 
.-

Table 10. Countries with moderate (10-19'}b) food insufficiency and high (>80%) self
reliance. For key and sources, see Table 7. 
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COLT"ITRY :-S] % LOW 
I -

%LOW PROD ECO I CROP';: DECR. T PERT. 

I 

I AS ']0 iCONS. 
! CROP ~ I Ikgiha 

C FOOD 
! 

BIRTH 
I AS of, STRESS PAST. 

I 

WT SLTPPLY I I"IDEX 
I 

AS% 

f-=-------------- . 
5 Papua I\:ew 

Guinea 
, Swaziland ! 4 

LAND PAST .. 1 

arable) 
, 

~ ~ 

!OI 16: D4 I 122 I l.l 18 31.3 ' 

I \ 

, 

I 

i 

-

In5131 
---

131 07 I 67 73.3 041 6~.6 i 

EI SalvaJor '4 19 i II I 77 I v .?54 i 64.7 ! 83 I 100 oj ---_.- --~,.-

J_.~ 

Table 11. Countries wilh moderate (10-19%) food insufficiellc:, and moderate (61-80%) 
self-"reliance. For key and sources, see Table 7. 

-~~~=~~, ~--~-'~--~~I~~~~~=' COUNTRY ,s I % LOW I % LOW PROD ECO 
I C' fOOD I BIRTH ' AS % STRESS 

I ' I WT I SLTPPL Y! INDEX 

CROP -! DECR. PERT~ 
PAST. AS % CO;\lS. I 

AS% I CROP +! (kgiha , 
LAc'\JD PAST. i arable'! I 

~-----------------t-c-T-------;-~--~t--=~--;-;;-; 
I Saudi Arabia 6! 121 06 38' m423 57.6' Ib! 04.7! 
~: lo;(-u-w-a7il----t-4c+, -----c-1"CD-+i-------;I-;OO 1-- 1 7 u 155 8.0 ---6c-b~' --;;2-;;00'01 

Trinidad & 3: 11[ 101 --1 0 ! u352, 25.", 78! 40.2' 
}obagol i I J ' 
...::.."'I:::a:u=::.ri:.::ll:.::"tl:=S __ ---.l...:'l:..-L' _-_-_-_-o.lS"-.L.r-__ 10'--_ scl ___ u~4_1_5~1 __ 5_5_.7_j~ __ 0~4-+: --2~7~-::J~-.--;'l-j 
Table 12. Countries with moderate (1 0-19°,{,) food insufficiency and low «60%) self
reliance. For key and sources, see Table 7. 
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COUNTRY 1 S 1 \'t LOW 
C FOOD 

% LOW 
BIRTH 

WT 

PROD 
AS 9'0 I 

I SUPPLY I 
, ' 

CROP -l- DEGR. 
PAST. AS % 
AS '1(, CROP + 
LAr'\lD PAST. 

FERT. 
CONS. 
(kg 'ha 
arable) 

I 1 

i Guvana I 'i i ~'tl- 18 I 90 I 1132 8.8 I 27'-t. __ 3,-0.~ : 
i ZaIre 6------c3cc

9-l-- 16! Rt! 1231 10.1\ 251 05 
IG;;il1'--e-"-·-----+i--;'iC-,~- ~S 07 --~cc;,2+1--c1-4'11 46.5 If-. -. ----'~=.:._::..4-1 1.:0 
I Laos --+! ~~-c:---:024 - ----clco3+- ----;cocc"-l!--m----;-I-)cll 7.4, --_-~'~./~~i =-_-_-_-_=2-;:.3= 
'-="~---- ··--+-:+--=-c:."-·---;-c;-+---·cc.-tI--c=C+' ---;;C-;~->'I 00 ! 

Surinalne 5 21 12 8{) i 1111.)3 ~ 0.6 63.2 I 

I Niger 6' 31 12 So m2511 11.11 >100: 0.31 
~~'------~~--~+--~~-~~-~~~~~-+----~~---~ 
! Mali 6 34 10, 95' m '331 26.6 35 8.4 

I Benin __ ---1-c5+ ___ 2~0C+-----;:lco;2-l'------;c8cc6+--.:::m~33~1 +-_-"2~1~.-:::0+ __ -::3~2+ __ ---;c~0o':.l~ 

'-" ~c-:~~-":-'~:c-o--;d-;-ia----t~ ;~ __ , _ ._----o~__;~c_tlr·----·-~---;~:o:c:;:o-I,-,.~!I~-=--=-~-n~--;~~:-;-;1c-~ ,'-._ .-_-_-;;~.;~;::-c~c-~t-!-------~~. f-_~SI'~:':.;4~. 
iCc' T"'a-' 1-lz-a-n-cia-,--;L""''''R--:5 '38 18 i '111 421 I 43.6 13-' 

I Sudan 16 37 I)! C)ol rn431 1 ,)I.S[ _ ""I :0.0, i Nicaragua :e>' 25 15 82 111 432 55.8 i ----;;2--;6"",---;;2"O4-.4:-1! 

! L'ganda 51 32, 07; 09 I m441 43.1 I 40: 0.4' 
IMadagascar ! 5 31 I IIJ--t------:c:o-:c6-r--n-l"C4--:4'01+---"4--;"-.6C"· +-, ---_=-'iI-:---;;3-.()C1' 

Uiige_ri_a _____ ,-""5+-__ --:3--:S~ ___ 1=-:7_+---8'-4=+-.:cmc:..5.::3..::1+---'c7_'c9.:..8_+--___;_28-;c. -1-1 __ -:-12",' '",,0--; 
Philippines I 5 21 II 85 ' u 3'13 35.1 : ·10 65.") : 

ICc'f NC-=e::::p:Lal~=--+)=--+----=-20-=--,.---"2-::3+---·,.8' . 1=-,cc3-::5=-2,+'--_-_-_-'c_=3~1~.o=-·=-" _' __ 861 38.11 

t HOl=-"d=-u=r:::a=-s __ ....l-c:5~ ___ .21J_ - 09 , Go : u 352 ,,)1.0 71 I 28.1 ! 

",ietNam 5 2S~ 121 961 u354' 22.51 >100, F"l'i! 

• ~~~t:~G;--------t-+,-_-'-",,;,+---. _-=~c.::-+-__ -"~:.:~=--;..: ___ ~c.., ~=-+--'~=-1.::!·=-~-::~-+~-_-.---I=-3J=-;.:::.~-If---=-.::..~-=-~ +-+:----'-I-'-~-=.~:.::~--1: 
I Thailand ; 5 2() 08 81 u 4':>3 42.3 82 61.5 1 

_I;;'n=d=ia=,,---,---__ '_(~) +--__ ;::.2-c-1 +-__ -o;3"'3+_---=I:.;:0:-c0+_-=u'-'5~3~31 __ 60.9 21 10.7 I 
Bangladesh 5 34 27 01 u)34· 79.1 23 fow ____ ~ ________ . .L. ___ . ____.. =.L.----'=c..::...J 

Table 13. Countries with high (20-39%) food insufficiency and high (>80%) self-reliance. 
For kf'y 8nd sonrces. see Table 7. 

! 
. ,0 

I 
i 

,0 

I WT SUPPLY INDEX AS c}h 
I 
CROP,. (kg /ha 

I L-\l\'D I PAST. I arable) 
Congo 

j' 

34: 
+- 05~_~ ,5' 09 65 1311 ~9.8 , 

- --- - -, 

Gabon 06 65 1321 20.0 10 0.9 
1

51 24! --- .---
Gambia 41 2q! 30 62 1321 , 36.2 19 4.7 

: Cote d'Ivoire 
, 

5 22 i 00 76i 1411 52.5 06 17.0 I 
Venezut"la 

' . 

20i 80 ' 24.6 i 51 09 "0" 16 61.3 m:),..:) 
- -~ ---

Togo , --I 30' "" .o. 60 I m431 4S.4 36 --1.6 : 
: Selleual 

<2 is 30 09 80 I m4--11 41.8 48 8.5 I 

! Iraq ! 5, 
---- , ······65.4j 21 18 71 u 353 22.3 ! >100, 

I Jamaica 
I 41 

, 
0" II 65 u 43--1 --14.0 ' 25 l , ~J 118.IJ .. _. 

! Donlinican R --II "" 14 75. 11 523 74.0 ' 14 6--1.2 I 
,~ 

-----~---~-

Table 14. Countries with high (20-39%) food insufficiency and moderate (61-80%) self
reliance. For key and sources, see Table 7. 
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COUNTRY 1 S % LOW % LOW PROD 1 ECO 1 CROP + 1 DEGR. 1 FERT. ! 
, ! 

BIRTH 
1 

AS 9"0 STRESS PAST. AS% C001S. ! FOOD 
I 

, 

WT SUPPLY INDEX AS (h) (kg .'11a fi i CROP + 
I 

1 

I 
LAND PAST. 

, 

arabl~ , 
38.5 i I MauriUinia 20 241 59 1321 17 19.~ ! I () 

~41 m 'O'll 55.4 51 7.4 ! Yemen 
I ~! 

__ 1 

! Bo~rana 29 m421 45.0 • 1 '3 2.4 i 

, Mongolia 61 mslI , 7~.6 06 ·1.2 I 

Lesotho 14' II 541 ! 76.4 • 13 IS.~ ! ' 

Table 15. Countries with high (20-39%) food insufficiency and low «609'0) self-reliance. 
For key and sources. see Table 7. 

COLTNTRY ,S! 06 LOV'irOI;L;-CO=CW:-:-:--ocPRocO=D:--r-E-CO-~I-c-R-O-P-+~1 D-E-~G-R-.~I ~r~ER~-T. 

! cI FOOD BIRTH AS % STRESS PAST. AS % CONS. I 

WT SUPPLY I, INDEX i AS % 1 CROP ~ 1 (kg iha 
IA'\JD ! PAST. ! arable) 

~~~--~~--~~--~--~~-~~ 
, Bolivia b 1 10 ' 12 I 00 111 331 ' .::2,,6':.b,,·.1.' __ -=2_8~._' __ ..:4.c:'s:...j 
1 Ghana ! 51 40 I -:00-:,:-, +-, ---S;cc,lo-'-, --n-1""4"':2.::.I+---- 55.9 i 14 • 2.3 
i Burkilta F aso--tsr-- ---=4.::.1-+1------'I-c:2c----~a:-" ""I ---m""C03'='j'::'1 +------'C3"'5'c. 0+1 ---..:8 ..... 8~!---~6:51 

l¥;~~'.V~e~.-_ -I ~t .. -.--.·-~~..:~.::., -=-~c.~" ~~_~~~~~~~_i-+il~~~~~ ___ ~cc~:_It_' ~~m~Ic.~;c2:_i ~=-+o+~~~~~c-=~~:.::.~=-~:~~~~~~~-c-c~+---=~~:~ 
Calneroon : 5 I "-:!3 I 13 GO I 111251 19.4 81 4.3 

I<:enya._ .SI 46~ 13 911 m422 45.4i 1& 30.5 
c-'R:-:,.::.v-=ac.:n.::d.::a ____ +c-'·~:_T+_-----=-'-·.::4.::.';-_i_'-' _"_' _-~1~6~======9~0='~==~1l=C::...:::)4~1~~, ====7~)~.~8+1_' _-_-_-..::.:4.:..4=-+f-~_-_-_-"'~-=.:..O-".:.:.9~-

l'rvplearula\Vi~,___ '5 49 04 00 1 'lI2 37.6, 00 21.4, 
b' 49' II 85 m333: 24.4 '2, i 50.5 i 

I, Burundi 4 50 -- 961 II 541 '84.5 41 '2.61 
1 ~ Angola 6, 54 IS 7b m 421 '46.1 15 2.9· 

~~ Le'"o-n-e--+-=-4-'-: --.....::::>..:)+---..... 1:.::7'-'----...:8-"I'+------"m"-33It~.~~' 8~.~31=====~2~2=~ __ -5-. 6-

Chad b 61 II CJ9 13~11·" 08.3 17 2.1 

Central African 5 62 "0' 87 1121 8.1 17 0.6" 
- ,I R. 

-:, E""'tC"hC"io-p""ia--' --r-;s ·~65 ._- ~ 1"51 .-- . as m 3~5~1+-~3~1-.04---6~7+-----4.T 

l'.1()zan __ ID __ i""qccu:.::e_-+"'5+--__ -"'b:.::6+ __ ...:1:-:3+i ___ ~~' 3=-+_..::m:.:...::.5.::1.::1-!-_.....::bO=.2+ __ ~0'-'5'-l~ _, , __ :2_.:2_ 
J:laiti_ _ ___ +c:4c-i1 __ ~()::..'9+----"1"::..+!, __ -,-7::.2-!-_,,,-1...:4,,5 __ I-ji __ C'''.::I.:..:.0,-+-_...:>......::.IO,,-0,,-+- 5.,s...; 

I AfghanisUin 5 73 19 06 m 421 S8.4 II D.I I 

Table 16. Countries with very high (;>40%) food insufficiency. For key and sources. see 
Table 7. 
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COUNTRY Is % LO\V I % LOW 

i 

PROD I ECO CROP + 1 DEGR. FERT. I 

, C! FOOD BIRTH AS on 1 
STRESS I PAST. I ASl?iI ! CO]\;S. 

1 ! WT SUPPLY! I;\!DEX AS% ! CROP 7 ! (kg ,1,a 
I 

I, 

, 

i LMD PAST. arable) ! 

Canada 6 ' 
-- . 06! 84 I 112 8.0 04 .jC).O' 

i Russian F~d. -, :T- 0') i 

-t-.-_ .. 
13.0 15 11.6 , 9,"1 I 221 1 ,. -. -

Bulgaria '5 06! 95 m432 54A. ~8 -14.9 

061 
. - c 0-

: Australia " -- I 0:, m512, 60A 06 2>J • .:. 

U 4151 54.8 ! 

.~ 

France 
I 
)r -- 1 06 91 I 07 241.8 1 

, -- 0'""" i 
, 0 

05 i 86 u 'i14 
i Spain 15; 

I Greece !5 

--I I Romania 15 : 
151 

bl., I 1·11 01.61 
... I '1 

---;;..., __ 6C"""7-;-.;cc9+' __ --;c:1~c_ . .)..1 __ 152.8. 
- b4.2 ' 34 , Ss:qc 

61..1: i 28! 07.6 

05 ! 84 u 523 
00 

, 

85 u 524 

i 

"--_. 

08 87 u 532 
08 i 02 -co 

U .J.)-=> . Poland 
: Hungarv ' 41 -- I , 

f-;c;-------+-:-T----+---=+--~~--=;;-+--b"C"C6.3t, - 0 I I <i3.1 . 
~_~~ __ ~~ ___ _L ___ -L ___ ~ ___ ~ ___ ~ __ -_LI ___ _ 

, 

09
1 

90 , u 533 , 

Table 17. Countries with high (>80%) self-reliance. For key and sources, see Table 7. 

COU;\!TRY % LOW I PROD! --Eca I CROP + I DEGR. fERT. 
CONS. BIRTH , AS % STRESS I PAST. 

WT 'SI TPPL Y I INDEX AS % 

i sl % LOW 

II C' FOOD 
I (kg ,1,a I 

I 1_+., I LAT\lD . PAST. arable) 1 

I AS qth 

!CROP 

i-B~c--;-l-;-iz-e----+! 4 ---------j------OOc-6+----;,"'2~---;-1 -;-1 -;-1 4c-+---4-;-.--;<i'I------Oo~0 r- i O~ 
Finland I) r -- 04 74 m 1341 S.C), 39 i 148.4, 
]\;or'\lay : 5 i -- I 06 62 In 135 3.4 I 34 i 229.7 ! 

I~J~aLP-a-;-n=~======~=~~-~rr'======-=-+T-·====~0=6~=====~6~7====1~n=2~1~5=~====1=3=.~~~-+:======0~3~1--·~~~O~3~.~~. I 
Sweden 5; --j 04 II u1541 8.2 85,114.51 
Netherlands , 4: -- 04 b7 u ,US I 58.9 I O~ , 5'ISA! 
Italv-----f-;oS-t:----__ -ic-- 07=+----cO-, Cc-)~. --l=-,-=4-=2-=c4-'-----CcS-=c3'c.3c-'-----1:-8'--'---'1:-6=-:(c'J.~7 I 

Switzerland +-4~! ---_-_rl-----~OS --bl u 425' 40.0 10' 33(0.4 1 

I_P-;--o_r_t_u..,JgL,a_1 __ --_··--+4~:-_~~~~_~~-_-~~1-_-_-_-_--c~0::5~1_1---~----:"--o6c.::ic+' __ u.::-43 3 I 42. 4=--,-!. __ -c=2.c,8+' ___ , SU1 
Austria -I; -- i 06 77 u 43-1 , 42.D . 2b i I b8.5 I 
~~--------.~~----~------~r---~~--~~~--~~----~~~~~ 
i Belgium + 41' --I 06 63' u 435 1 45.2! 36! 410.6 i 

LUXelTmourn 

07 80i u45:2 
~----~0~6~-- 78~~u:-S=-:I-='I-+' --~-=C-=~--~~~--~I(=-)O:-.~81 

I Albania 
! New Zealand 

07 DC) U 515 383.7 

____ ~ , ____ -_-L' ___ _04_.L ___ -=cbb.:-.c1 __ u SIS 571.8 ; 

Table 18. Countries with moderate (80-60%) self-reliance. For key and sources, see Table 7. 
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,S % LOW % LOW PROD ECO' CROP" FERT. 

I 

C, FOOD BIRTH AS % STRESS PAST. CONS. 
WT ',SUPPLY IC\lDEX AS % (kg .11a 

______ -1 __ .~. _____ ---jl ____ -,---__ ~,L LAND PAST. arable) 
, Bahamas "" I 08 ! 30 ; I 112 I 1.2 ' 00 20.0 
D<Ir~;7S!an __ +--='-L ___ '_'I-, __ -'=0'":6c.;;--~:""---'I-i11 51.7T---c-O.cO-3 , l'li... 
I II "hra in ___ "_"L __ ,o0-'-7-1 _, 111 1,0 c::..:'.:..7+-I __ ~"" 1 000.0 . 

Ta'ikis("n -- 08 " : m 'n 3 , 31..:..4c'-+ __ ----'-0..:4-+':_ ,,].4 i 

Israe:'.I _____ ,c_4"-1------i---~0,o8__1_-~-.c5'":3:..i-'----1 .. n::..:3-'-1::..:5::..::..: _-=2::..:8::":':.1 ~ __ -=0-=-±:...·_---=2 39.1 1 

, .E':'s",t':'o"n"'ia'--___ 'f-'-±.'..;.., ___ -+ __ ,-=O~4+---""-:L--m..::..:3::.;~;:_:);.:;_' tl_-=3;-;-±0'.-±-c-+ ___ 10 ' 36.21 
c-Ceorrria -:I' 05 , 111-:112! -:10"1 04; 27.S! 
Lithuania 4 " 04 , :=-; _, m'-4-'-2=-1::..j.1_--=5::..4=3+-__ ~~I-=I+1 _--=1-=2:.:,' )~' ; 

C-'Az=.eC'r-,-b""a,!iia""n"-__ c_4~' ___ ,_,+-__ 06 -- , m 421 ·lb.5 II 1 0.5 I 

Belarus '; "" Q·n-' _"_"I-....... 111 ..... 4-=-"-=-,+-__ ,:.1-'-1._=6~===,=-=1-=2+---=99='c:.5=-: 
c_T ... u':'."rkm,,' =el"'"i"'sta=n'-----i-"::"-I-___ '_'-I-__ -'-O-=.J-l' ____ "_" m SI31.,_~"'-67::..:._=0+__---=0-=-2 84.5 I 

Kazakstan 6 06 , -- m 531 83.0 ,\2 3.5 

:: ~~l~~~m~~~i~~~====--ic-'~::" -I-'-',--=~t===~~~~~I~1 =====-I-~-'-': I' ==~~~l ~~~~~~~:====~-=::>-'-5.:.::-=~~-'==·=:=~~~~~~~I' ===.~~~-=.'":~::..:':.:.:=:.~~/I 
Danlssalaln ! 

r' S .. i .. ll"6g .. ap~o .. r,,:e,----__ L:Z __~': __ ~ 071. __ --... ,_ u LiS, 1.6 : > 100 !. ~ :"~QCl:2. 
Qatar , 4 "" I OS' -- I u IS" 5.3 > 100 I 750.0 

I Cyprus 'l "": 09; 60' t1 254 15.9, 66 184.2 
Slovenia 4 '. "" 06, "" u 355 39.2 ! 82 286.0 
La tvia '---+-4'--c'----I---O::-)~, -'-, ---,-,-TI--u=--=-ico3co3+--__ ":'-=4~0~. o~:' _'_-_'_ .. k=-" '-+' _--=S __ 4-'-'c::..8 

Slovakia 4, --I 06 : ""I u 43~lt-~_~=5-=0..:..9c+1 __ _=:c::_=5'-,-' _~<i..:.5'-C.51 
,-=::C,:,fO"" a",u:::' a'--___ 1-4~: ____ --+-__ -=0c:8_:c- __ ~'~' 1-1 _u 454 41.3 : 94 148.21 
Barbados 2 "" i 08 : 45 ' u 4x4 41.0 : -- 168.8, 

I ~:~:~ova. R I ~ ·::1-- ~j:...' 1e-__ 4:":~:",1-!: --=~::":':':2c.::~::-'+--~~~'~::"::--=-~-+'----'I~:.t.- ~;~:~ : 

i L'zbekistan i '; : n ! 06: n 1 u 52:" 61.1 12 107.3 . 
i Ukraine i 5 i -- 06 -- u 532 7:2.3 34 34.9 , ~--++---I--------=-:+--~I---
~lc~e~la"n~d~ ______ ~'__=_5~1' _______ ,-_·L-• ____ O::-=3~ _____ 4:.:.::-6~1 ___ ,:..,~o~S~S~ __ -=2~2~./~ _____ ,:..·-~1~_3:..b:..b:..·b:...~7 

Table 19. Countries with low (,,60%) self-reliance or self,reliance not known. For key and 
sources. see Table 7. 

The 21 countries with the best combinations of self'reliance, food insufficiency and 
ecosystem stress show a wide range of consumption patterns (Table 20): calories per 
person per day from 2245 (Cuba) to 3266 (NOlway); protein from 47 g per person per 
day (Papua ]';"ew Guinea) to 102 g (Australia); animal foods from 34 kg per person per 
year (Indonesia) to 438 kg (Finland). The mix of animal foods includes high meat, 
high fish, low dail)-' (Papua New Guinea); high meat, high dairy, low fish (Uruguay), 
mostly dairy (Algeria), mostly meat (Paraguay), and an almost exact balance of meat, 
dairy and fish (Japan). 
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CounU)f calories/ 
person! 

day 

e, ' , g I '''0 I 
m I 7C calories protein! I protein 

kg I (-f6 'Yo 
I , 

animal! I animal I animal I 

person! 1 as meat I, as dairy I as : person! I as 

f-____ -!--___ ---e--=a~n=iI::n=a::l+1 _ d"L _, animal 
I I 

year i I I 

" 1 
HLL i -+-----1--- -- --- --'I 

32.8 60,6 ' Canada 3080 : 30 97,0 60 i 35:2,1 i .- -- ---- " 

i Russia ~91q "- 00,3 I SO! :242,8 29,1 ()4,5 _I 
-

+- '--' -+ 
! HL'v! I 

: Araentina 3085 29 Qe" c- 64 i :20 9.3 3~.1 fj2.2 I 
, J.-..Y 

. Australia 309/ 
, 36 102.4 70 I 42/,S 20 ,0 ! 65,9 I , 

c=1-'" 
Brazil 2829 17 69.2 , 461 172.4 )8,51 ::'8.2 

, 

Bulzaria 2902 22 83,0 44 222.8 33,0, 65.9 , 
I 

Tunisia 3073 q 78,0 ! 22 101.4 I 24.7 I 67.5 I , 

Uruguay 2765 0' 85,1'- 65 J 272.1 43.1 5-1.0 .:co 
_._-.- "----- .~ 

MLL , 
! I , 

i 
-,------- -j- ------

lof _ 8) - I' - 137 :3 18.7 , 78,4 Aleeria ! 2(176 24 _.1 , 

Belize i 26.59 24 , 63.7 'lSi 182,1 '30.0 , 66.2 
HMM I 

Ecuador , 2478 16T 50,/ H' 138,2 0_ ,2 67.0 ";;'i 

Indonesia 2616 "i 60,1 17 1 34.3 , 
, 36..-1 , 17,8 

- ---._--
iV1orocco SIll 17 i 49.2 

% 
animal 
as fish 

6,6 
6,4 

, ,-

2.1 
4,1 
" 1 1 ~, j 
l.l 

- ___ 1.-~ 
2,0 i 

__J 
" S 1 
-:~1 3.& 

I 

5,81 

, 
45,SJ 
lui 6f~1.J ---'2~} 1 __ 3.:9 '-) f-

rt\!vanmar '1 '7 r I ---- ----,,-< 

~;:H- 41.0 1 ..... 0 b: 4 67,1 ! 13 37.5 I 22.0 - ---2d- . ----- -·1 ' Paraguay 2417 72.2 54 159,6 1 58,41 :!.3 

i MUv! 
----

! ! 
+------

lsi ' Cuba 2245 54,4 43 161.5 20,S _00 7,0 , / £...~ 

Finland 3014 , 38 03,6 , 65 437,6 16.7 I 75.8 7.5 ! 
~' 

289S i 70 1 201.1 32.0 3-1.5 33.5 , Japan 0),5 55 I 
i Lebanon 3265 i 'd- 82,6 30 135,:) 3~.4 64,0 0,61 
IN~rWav 

" " 

341 3266' 101.6 61 384,4 18,6 68.1 12./ I 

MML i t 
i 

, i ---------I 
3::',3 ! Papua New ~267 II 47,1 40 02.4 , 50,2 14,6 

Guine"'a __ .L ________ ~ ___ ~ ____ L ___ .L ___ _'__ ___ __'_ ___ ...J 

Table 20, Per capita consumption of calories, protein, and food from animal sources; and 
percentages of animal food contributed by meat (including offal, animal fat except daily, 
and e,~gs), dairy (milk, butter, cheese, yogurt), and fish (including all seafood) [1994] 
(FACJ 1996a), 

HLL := high self-reliance, low insufficiency, low ecosystelll stress, 

HL:rv1 = high self-reliance. 10v; insufficiency, 1110cierate ecosystem stress. 

!vILI, ~ moderate self,reliance, low insufficiency, low ecosystem stress, 

HMM = high self-reliance, tnoderate insufficiency', lnoderate ecosystem. stress. 

MLl\1 -= 1110cierate self-reliance. low insufficiencv, 1110derate ecosvstem suess. 

l\Hv1L = 1110clerate self-reliance, lnoderate insufficiency, low ecosystem stress. 

Many of lhese countries consume significant amounts of fish and seafood, a potential 
source of ecosystem stress that has not yet been considered, The simplest indicator of 
pressure on fisheries is the conditioll of the stocks that are fished, However, this 
information is only patchily available, One proxy indicator is the amount of fish 

caught ptr unit of fish catching capacity, although strictly speaking it is a measure of 
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abundance and does not indicate pressure unless the maximum size of the resource is 
known. IIowever, exccss capacity is a common cause of overfishing, and changes in 
abundance are a concern even if it is not known how much they are due to fishing 
pressure and how much to natural events. 

An indicator of marine fishing intensity is fish catching capacity pcr unit of continental 
shelf, the main fish producing area. It ignores differences in productivity, notably the 
effect of upwellings which are rich in nutrients. However, it provides a way of taking 
account of neets that use the shelf areas of other countries, since their capacity is likely 
to be higher in relation to their national shelf area. 

Both indicators are used here. The maximum sustainable vield (MSY) of the total 
world marine fishery is estimated to be 82.8 million tons taken by a world !leet of 23.7 
million tons (adjusted for improvements in technology) (Garcia and Newton 1 gg4). 
The average is 3.3 tons of catch per ton of capacity. The global average potential catch 
per km2 of shelf is estimated to be 3.0-4.5 tons (Grainger and Garcia 1 g96). This is 
what could be caught at MSY by O. g-l."3 tons of capacity. Moderate pressure on 
fisheries is defined here as around these levels: 2.6-4.5 tons of catch per ton of 
capacity; and 0.7-1.3 tons of capacity per km2 of shelf area. 

The indicators have been cOlr.bined to give a reading of pressure on nlarine fisheries 
Crable ~ 1 J. Brazil. Uruguay, Mvanmar and finland perform better with fisheries than 
with the other indicators of ecosystem stress. Argentina, Australia, Ecuador, Indonesia 
and ~orway perform about the same. All the other countries (except Paraguay, 
excluded because it is landlocked) perform worse. 

I TONS ! 
I CATCH PER I 

I TON FLEET 
I CAPACITY 

1.0-0.0 

----_._------------

TOI"S FLEET C\PACITY PER KMl OF CONTI"'ENT,\L SHELF 

0.0-0.2 I 0.3-0.6 r 0.7-1.3 1.4-2.9 I ;0-':\.0 
i Moderate 

-----------j 

HIGH 
Tunisia I 

HIGH 1 
Russia I 
Cuba 

Morocco i 

----+h~'IlRY HIGH I 

i . 

I Bulgaria I 
'I I 

Lebanon I 
Table 21. Pressure on marine fisheries [I 992] (FAO 100 1, 1995a, 1 ()Cj Sb, 1996a), 
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Conclusions and policy implications 

The data are not current (earlv 1990s), witness !\:orth Korea's place in Table I. Thev 
vary greatly in reliability. They hide as much as they reveal, since people eat meals (and 
snacks) not ingredients, and their food behaviour "an only be glimpsed from 
commodity statistics. Nonetheless, the information is good enough to support some 
observations: 

1. Food consumption patterns that meet requirements of low insufficiency, high 
self-reliance and low ecosystem stress are possible. It is doubtful that any country 
has achieved this combination (given the fisheries performance of Canada and 
Russia), but enough are close to it to show that it can be achieved with a wide 
variety of consumption patterns. 

2. It is easier for large countries than for snlall countries to achieve this 
combination. However, some small countries are high in self-reliance (Hungary, 
Denmark, Panama, Costa Rica, Sri Lanka), and some are low in food 
insufficiency (Switzerland, Netherlands, Portugal, Austria, Ireland, Malta, 
Iceland, South Korea, Jordan, United i\.rab Emirates). Some may also be low in 
ecosystem stress (Bahamas, Gambia), but the scale ot the analysis is too coarse to 
tell. These results, together with the relatively good overall performance of Belize 
and Lebanon, suggest that small co1mtries could also develop sustainable food 
consumption patterns. 

3. There is no perfect food consumption pattern, but a wide variety of cuisines have 
the potential to be sustainable. In particular, the common view that consumption 
of meat and other animal food is "ecologically unsound" is false. Meat and dairy 
products raised on existing pastures and distributed over limited distances are an 
efficient and sustainable use of the ecosystem. The most stressful use is intensive 
livestock production based on feeds transported over large distances (for example, 
cassava from Thailand to the Netherlands, or soybeans from Brazil and the USA 
to Austria). Impacts include land degradation in the feed producer's fields, 
pollution during transportation, and often considerable pollution from the 
feedlots and broiler houses where the livestock are produced. Extensive systems 
on the agricultural frontier are another concern as they continue to convert tracts 
of tropical forest to rangeland. Increasing fish and seafood consumption is not an 
option because almost all stocks are being fished at or above capacity, and 
increases in aquaculture production are possible only through intensification. 

4. Ecological concerns about intensive livestock production (high demand for feed 
and high output of wastes) are matched by health concerns. free range animals 
(whether wild fish, poultry in a yard, or cattlc that spend their entire lifetime on 
open pasture) have high levels of long chain unsaturated fats and low levels of 
short chain saturated fats, whereas the reverse is the case with animals that are 
confined. The latter include fish raised by aquaculture and fed protein 
concentrates. 
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~. Many European countries, as well as the USA, "Jew Zealand, and some small 
island states (Barbados, Malta, Mauritius), have food production systems that are 
both extensive and intensive. These countries face the conundruHl of ho,,,,' to 
maintain domestic food production-or increase it in countries with moderate or 
lo\v self-reliance-'\vhile reducing (or not increasing) the area of cropland and 
pasture, and changing to agricultural practices that are more management
intensive and less resource-intensive. 

6. Countries with high to very high insufficiency (Tables 15-16) obviouslv need to 
: - I ,,' n on ~ :'~n" uo d' t 'b t' nT, monn f tl e '~"l"":'oc ralSe PIOC It._dO!l CULL!.. J.U'l-'10VL IS [1 U lOll . ..Lt, UlCU'J 0 1eS C'_'LL 'UH __ ">, 

particularly in Africa, there is scope for adopting improved technologies and 
increasing inputs. The policy status of rural dcvcloplI1.ent is generally 10v\I' and 
needs to be enhanced. 

7. In all countries it is time to question two long-standing historical trends: declines 
in the agricultural work force and abandonment of food production in rural areas 
for manufacturing and services in towns; and reductions in the proportion of 
disposable income that is spent on food. Increasing local food production while 
reducing ecosystem stress probably requires increasing (or arresting the decline in) 
the number of people producing food~ These and other 111easures "voukl increase 
the price of food. This is a major obstacle for as long as people expect food to be 
extremely cheap and their expectation exceeds concerns about food quality 
(currently fairly high but highly confused), ecosystem stress (currently low), and 
self-reliance (currently non-existent). Otherwise, there is no reason why people 
with adequate incomes should not spend more on food (if they did, they might 
value it more). 

8. However, if food prices ret1ected the ecological costs of production and 
distribution, poverty and undernutrition would increase. Although poverty levels 
are unacceptably high, they are artificially low in the sense that they are lower 
than they would be if the ecological costs of food supply-and perhaps other 
issues as well-were being addressed. Accordingly, policies and programs to reduce 
poverty may require review to ensure that they have been designed and budgeted 
at an adequate scale. 

Water 

The- ideal water consumption pattern is one in \"hkh f'VPlynne ha.s 8CC'f'SS to s8ff' \V2tf'f 

and pressure OIl lhe resource is low. These aspecLs are exarnin.ed on the basis of data for 
Africa, Europe, and \'Vest and Central Asia. In these regions, the rer("entage of the 
population with access to safe drinking waler, ranges from 100% (many countries in 
Europe) to 12% (Afghanistan) (\'VHC) 1997). 

Pressure on the resource is measured by two indicators: per capita water consumption; 
and water withclrawals as a percentage of supply. \'Vater withdrawals mean the total 
gross volume of ground and surface water extracted for domestic, agricultural and 
industrial uses each year. They include losses during transport. \Alater supply means the 
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amount of water available each year from precipitation plus river Hows from other 
countries. It includes renewable sources of groundwater. but excludes nonrenewable or 
fossil groundwater supplies. Water withdrawals as a percentage of supply indicates how 
much pressure there is on available water, the degree of water scarcity. and the 
likelihood of competition and connict among different water uses and users. Rapid 
increases in water withdrawals-especially in dlylands and coastal areas-are likely to 
add to salinization and other ,vater quality problenls. High rates of ,-vater consunlption 
also threaten aquatic species and degrade freshwater ecosystems. 

Water withdrawals as a percentage of supply range from less than 0.05% (several 
African countries) to :2,700% (Kuwait). Vv'ithdrawals greater than 100% of supplies are 
achieved either by desalting sea water or by extracting fossil groundwater \the 
equivalent of mining a nonrenewable resource and therefore unsustainable) or both. 
Annual per capita consUlnption ranges fron1 9 m 3 (DR Congo) to 6,3~6 n13 (Eurostat ct 

al. lLJlJ5; FAO 1995c, 1995d, 1997). Being national averages, these indicators take no 
account of local differences in consumption and supply, or of annual and seasonal 
shortages which are often very marked. 

Only ten countries provide everyone with access to safe drinking water and withdraw 
less than 10% of supply (Lu.xembourg, Switzerland, Ireland. Denmark, Austria, 
Belarus, Sweden, Iceland, Norway, Finland). Their per capita consumption ranges frOIn 
156 to 605 111

3 Among countries with 100% access to safe water the lowest per capita 
consumption is Malta's (152 m\ and the next lowest is Luxembourg's (156 m'). 
Malta's withdrawals, however, are 300% of supply, whereas Luxembourg's are 1.2%. 
LlLxembourg's relatively low pressure on the resource contrasts with Belgium's high 
pressure: per capita consumption 917 m 3

, and withdrawals 72% of supply (Table 22). 

The most impressive performance is the Gambia's, which provides 86% of the 
population ""ith access to safe water on a per capita consumption of only 2 q m 3 and 
using only 0.3% of supply (Table 23). 

Leaving aside the extremes, average per capita consumption declines from countries 
providing access to safe drinking water to more than 90% of the population to 
countries that provide access to 60% or less of the population (Tables 22-24). 
However, high pressure on the resource is no guarantee that people will get enough 
water. Per capita consumption is more than 1,000 m 3 in Afghanistan (12% access) and 
Madagascar (23')6 access). VVithdrawals are 57% of supply in Iraq (44% access) and 
87% of supply in Cape Verde (52% access) (Table 24). 
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COL'NTRY °b 9!0 
AGR. ! IND. 

! 

I Switzerland 100: 54.0' 1.17 (89) 2.2 175 07: L __ -.l 
! Ireland +1 __ ~:1c':0~0+-_---;".5,:::0:.'.0,,!~----,0"". 7,-9'-..l( 8J.'0'-)'-I-~_~1-,-. b:c-' +--~2",3,-3+_-=c-'1---;:-;:-i-'_~ 
f-'"D'-e."'n'-m"'"-ar-k---·: 100 13.0, 1.20 (88) 9.2 234, '>2 , 30 18 i 

~ordan ! 97,. 0.9 0.98 (93), 108.91 246! 22 75! 31 
Illnited Kin.gdom 1 100 120.0 14.24 (90) , 11.91 248! 52 ! 

Austria 1--' __ 100, 92.0. 2.12 (89) 2.3 i . 2781 33,. ~ 
_'B_e_Iarus .--- I lOOt ~:U-. 3.00 (89 ) I 5.2] 293 2o:r=-.'3.Z..f-. 43 
I Cyprus ' 100 0.9. 0.21 (03); 23.3 331' 24'. 74 2 i 
1f-~:c-·w"","e'lJ.'ie":."1"..1 __ . __ .If--._.....ol-,,0-"0-lI,~_---,Ic::b:":8c:..0,,+_ 2."3 (90) 1.7. 343 L.......:~---c+- --"I 
f-' lo.::(."'uw=a ... it=---___ f--._---'I-"O~O , o.m '. 0.54 (94) ! 2700.0 348. 37 i GO I -

i Mauritius 1 100, 2.2: 0.30 (74) 16.4 409 i 16, 77 7 ! 
1 Iceland! 100 168.0 I 0.10 (85) 1 0.1: 415, 50' , 
~ Lebanon i 94 1 4.4 ! l.29 (04) . 2 0 .3! 444 ! 4 ' 
Bahrain j 100 0.1( 0.24 (91)240.0 465j 39 ~ 41 
Norwav __ ,-100 I 392.0 2.03 (83) i 0.5 491 . 'I 

i-Q-a-ta-r- --- ! lOot--- 0.05 0.28 (94) 560.0, 528 t---2rr--- 74 3 
',!;l':'ng<'f\_,' ___ ---+__ 08 120.0! ~0(90) . 5.2 i 593 L 0, _! 
'Finland 100 108.0' 3.00 (89): 2.8: 605: To! Ii 80! 

I Portu":,<g~a,-I __ ---+ ___ 0 3 I 13.0 i .1.29 (89-'.,+-----C.10 ___ .O"",i __ 7371 _.~~.53 I 30 I. 
Romania 96 : 219.0' 20.34 (89) 9.3 I 870 Sl! 57 I '34 . 
Bd ium 100 12.5+!-=9'-.03 (80) 7-'2-.2-1 917,'---t----1 

Alban'.Ci,,:,a ___ + ___ 97 i -1.1.0: .2.97 (8~)_! __ 7.2 928 
Spain '90 I 117.0 %.00 (00) 31.5 

I Italy 100 175.0 56.20 (90) 32.1 
~therlands 100, 91.0 i 14.48 (86) 15.9· 

047 
0 80, 
994 , 

1.107 

'1 +-~5'OO b, ')_ ~_ 

16 
24 

I 

67 
I 

,,1 

i . 

5.8 I Licc2"'"5 +-l_-_ -_ ---=4c-il- -c2'"'1-+!-'75j 

'UnitedArab "8 0.15' 2.11(05) 1406.1 

~rrU;ales I' Bulgal·":::ia:':'....--~..Jl_· ___ Q_0:....1.._ ....... 1::..9<.>0:':.0'-· Li _ ..... 11.00 (88) . 

Table 22. Access to safe drinking water; water supply; water withdrawals; and water 
consumption: countries where> 90% of the population has access to safe drinking water, 
ranked in order of per capita consumption (all water uses). 

(}b with ,vater .--= percentage of the population with access to safe water [latest year available] 
(WHO 199Ti. 

Supply krn' ~ aBlount of water available each year from precipitation plus river flows from other 
countries, including renev.rable sources of groundwater but excluding nonrenewable or fossil 
groundwater supplies(Eurostatet al. 190 5; FAO 1995c, 1995d, 1997). 

\Vithdra\vals knt
3 

= total amount of water with.dra\vn or extracted by all uses (Eurostat et al. 
1005; FAO 190 5c, 190 5d, 1 Q(7). 

W·O. as % supp. = withdrawals as a percentage of supply. 



Per cap. m" = annual per capita consumption (all uses) [same year as shown in withdrawals 
calurrm) (Eurastat" al. 190~; FAO 1 (loSe, 1 ""Sd, 1 (07). 

INJ dom./agr./ind. = percentages of total withdravIlals by domestic and 111unicipal uses/agrkulture/ 
industry (Eurastat et ill. 10 95; FAO 1095e, 1995d. 1997). 

COUNTRY % WITH SUPPLY I WITH- W-D. I PER ' % I 'fa I r'6 ' 
WATER i krn' DRAWALS AS % CAPXDOM. 1 AGR. IND. 1 

I Benin 
I i krn' I SUPP. m' ~ I 

-~- --~o --~o c 8 cc+1 ----0:0 1-~-9 -:j'C'. -j---;oO~--o 8 '~ ~7 I 1 n 
I ~- "(')1 .b bl I -. , 

---"='-=-i 
Togo 63 i ~.91(87)1 7.6 .. l2L 25 6i~--13 

.. ---c)f! Ganiliia 86 8.0 0.02 (82) 0.3 29, 7 0, 

I 

81 I 
-:..J 

II Burkina F aso 78 ' 17.5 i 0.38 (92) 2.2 40 19 0 , 

! Gabon 61 164.0, 0.06 (87) , 0.0 Ii 57[ 7') " ') <) l 
,~ , b --

· Cote d'lyoire 1 82 77.7 1 0.71 (87) , 0.0 641 ')') 67 11 --
I Botswana 77 14.7 ! 0.7 " 851 32 20 

I 0.11 (92) i 48 1 - - - , , 

I ~!::;~ . ~~ I }~:~ I b:~~ i~~ji-' --=1c::~=:~ I 1~~ I 1~ I,. :;~ ; 
1 Zimbabwe -+--- 74 20.0 ,1_.22 (87)1 __ ~b:..c'71 135' 141 79 7 ; 
rAJ; ,I '--I 
r~geria ,0 14.3 4.50 (00) 31.5' 180 25' 60 I 15 I 

Tunisia 86 4.1 3.08 (90) . 75.1 382 9 89' 3 . 
· Pola::'.:.:ld=---___ 80 59.0, 15.10 (90): 25.6 1 395 131 11 ,6 i 

Turkey 80, 183.8' 31.60(02) 17.2 541: 16 72 II 

1--.=-So.:...u=-th=Af=·r.:cic:.::a'-__ f-__ .~7_=0__li----=-50.0 1 13. 3::-.1::--,-( 0'-0=-)'+-_2::.6::..:.::6+---=5.::6-=1__I'----'I::-.'j~· +----c'j,~2=__c_· __ 1:...1'--1 
Sudan ..c7c=7--j' __ 8~80 (95) I 2:..:0:..c . .:..I+-~b=-3.31' 4 _~~I 
Oman 681 ~72(91) 1""0 728 5 ~o .- ........ 

":"~ 

,Libyan Arab J I 90 0.6 ' 4.60 (94) 766.7. 880 i 1~81 ~I -

I · Egypt 80 58.3 55.10(93) , 94.5 on (0 S6: , . 
-

I Mauritania 72 11.4 I 1.63 (85) , 14.3 92'3 6 OJ' 2 -
1,017 I 4' 

-I 
, SYrian Arab R 84 26.3 14.41 (93) 54.8 ' 0 4 2 

Saudi Arabia 76: 2.,1 17.02 (92) 709.2 1,040 i 
Q 90' I 

'. Iran, Islamic R 84
1 

137.5 70.03 (93) I 50.9 1,091 <) "2 i -~ 
! Kyrgyzstan 75 ' 11.6 11.04 (00) 95.2 2,527 ! 2 05 . 

[~~l~~enistan- t-- , 

91 I , 65 . 71.0, 22.80 (89) 32.1 6,3'16 ', __ I , 

Table 23. Access to safe drinking water; water supply; water withdrawals; and water 
consumption; countries where 90-61 % of the population has access to safe drinking 
water, ranked in order of per capita consumption (all water uses). For key and sources, see 
Tahle 22. 
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r-cOCNTRY 19;() WITH SUPPLY! WITH- W-D. I PER! % % 0-' I 
.0 ! j 

I WATER klll'" ! DRAWALS AS% I C~'I DOM. AGR. \ I"'D. 
I i 

, 

km3 SUPP .• m' ! 

DR Congo/~~ain~ ')"7 ' 1019.0 j 0.36 (90) 0.0 09 , 61 23: 16 I ~, ' 

-
4 ! Guinea-Bissau 271 27.0 I 0.02 (01): 0.1 171 60 36' 

-
~ Congo 60 I 832.0 I om (87) 0.0 20 6~ III 27 : 

I Burundi I 
58 3.6 i 0.10 (87) 2.8j_ 20 36

1 

641 01 

66.0 0.20 (7O'i 0.3 20 ~') i 60 -81 ' l ;aanda 42 -~ r- -0 
,.., ,I 0 

-
I ~ 0.,., _~_O_, 13, • DJIboutt , 

0.07 (8/) i Central African 18 I 141.0 ! 0.0 I 26 21 
,I 

74j ,') I 

R. I I 
i 

I 

- I 021 I Lesotho 52
1 

,.... ') 0.05 (87) , 1.0 31 I 

00 
o.~ L.~ )0 f- --

~ 

' Cameroon 41 , 268.0, 0~40 (87) , 0.1 31 40 35 19 ' 

Chad I 33, 43.0 0.18 (87) OA, 34 : 16 ' ~~I 2: 
Ghalta J. 57 53.2, .0.30 (70) 0.6 i 35 i 35 13

1 

I Nigeria. . 
I 40 280.0 i 3.63 (87) 1.3 1 37 ' 31 ! 54 15 !' 

, Mozambique I 24 216.0 I 0.61 (02) • 0.3 30 9 80 
I :2 

" Tanzania, L'R 40 89.0 ! 1.17 (94)''~ 1.3; 40' a, 89 , 

0" 1 60,---j-Liberia 46 232.0 i 0.13 (87) i 0.1 55! -, 
0.3 5, 14 76 10 I Angola 32

1 

184.0 i 

32.SI 
0.48 (S7)l , 

82 i' 

--, 
, Niger 5:2 ' 0.SO(88) 1 1.5 60 10: 
, Cape Verde ! ):::: ' 0.3 0.26 (90) 86.7 70 ~ 10 88 
Kenva 49 !' 30.2 2 . .05 (9O'i 

- --.!. 
6.8 I 87 ; 20 I 76 

~ra Leone 34 160.0 ! 0.37 (87) ; 0" , 96 I 80 

Somalia 31 i 15.7 0.81 (87) 5.2 ; 00 3 ' Q7 
, Guinea i 54

1 

226.0 0.74(87) , 0.3 1'39 10 87 
LMaIi 

I 
! 49 : 100.0 1.30 (87) , 1.4 161 ., 97 

! Namibia 57 45.5 ! 0.25 (91) i 0.5 ; 1711 
')Q, 68 -, , 

n i so , 60 - 'a ' ' , 16 -~, 
1 I Za lb a 11 . I 1.1 1 ( 4) 1.5, 180 

Selle al 52 , 39.4, 1.36 (87) i 3.5 ~01' 5 
7 I Yemen __ ~5~2~ __ ~~~ __ ~2_.0~_3~(O~,0~)~~71,~.5~ __ 2~5~1~_ 

'Morocco 59, 11.05 (91)' 36.S 436 5 921 

oi -' 2 
4 • 

4 
0 
3 ! 

1~ 
3j 
-/ 
I 

3 
1 
3, 

, Pakistan 59 el18.3 155.60 (91) 37.2 1,277, 2 t------;09coy+-- 2: 
I

• Swaziland 60 4.5 0.66 (SO) 14.7 1,161 :2 06 2, 

Ma dagascar --;02-:C;3+---:C;3-:C;3~7 -;0. 0~--=Clc'6c'-.3c-0::-'c( 8c-4,")+---c4--'. Sc.., t--c:l 'C,6'-;3C;Sc-T,----;l+--- -:c9coa-l----O;O:-i, 

t~g,hanista_, 1_' __ '--____ --;1--;:2--c' ____ --;0:c5c--;.0 , 26.11 (87) 40.2 I 1,702 1 , 99 0 i 

iJ.r.".'L _~ ____ 4_4..L1 ___ 7CJ_._4--'-;-_-_-____=4=2c..;.b'__" '-.(0_0-'-)..L, __ 5--,6c..;.8,--,--1 =-2..::.3..::6.'-7.l.1 ___ 3--'T_-_--cac:-:c2+---5·] 

Table 24. Access to safe drinking water; water supply; water withdrawals; and water 
consumption: countries where :-:;:600/0 of the population has access to safe drinking water, 
ranked in order of per capita consumption (all water uses). For kev and sources, see Table 
22. 

Conclusions and policy implications 

"Vater consumption does not appear to have been constrained by the size of the 

renewable supply. Several countries in arid and semi-arid regions with limited water 

supplies have very high rates of per capita consumption (e.g., Paldstan, Afghanistan, 

Syria, Saudi Arabia, Iran, Kyrgyzstan. Turkmenistan). The limiting factors have been 

effective economic demand and public policy. Countries that have the money supply 
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their people and farming systems with however much water they think they need, 
whether the country is water rich (e.g., Norway) or water poor (e.g., Malta). 

Industry is a major user (> ~ 0%) in rather few countries (Belarus, Finland, Ukraine, 
Romania, Belgium, Spain, Bulgaria, Poland, Gabon, Congo, Lesotho), usually where 
the chief industrial use is electrical cooling. Domestic uses have a major share of 
consumption in most countries that provide safe drinking water to all or virtually all of 
the population. Agriculture is the maior consumer of water in countries where access to 
safe water is 90% or less, the only exceptions being Poland, Guinea-Bissau, Gabon, DR 
Congo, Congo, and Cameroon. In many cases, agriculture'S share is more than 80'X). 

The scope for reducing domestic consumption is restricted largely to industrial 
countries where a significant proportion of domestic consumption is devoted to non
essential uses such as watering lawns and washing cars. In most of the countries listed 
in Tables ~3 and 24, access to safe drinking water needs to be made universal and 
domestic consumption to increase. In countries already withdrawing a large proportion 
of the renewable supply (say 20% or more), it is particularly necessary to increase the 
efficiency of water use by agriculture and probably to reduce overall agricultural 
demand. However, many countries in this group also need to increase agricultural 
production to improve self-reliance and reduce food insufficiency. These include 
Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Sudan, Libyan AT, Mauritania, and all of the 
subSaharan African countries in Tables 23 and 24. 

Energy 

Societies use energy for cooking, heating, lighting, transport, and to power the 
extraction of materials, their transformation into products, the distribution of 
materials and products, and any recycling of materials. As defined by the UN 
Statistical Division (annual), a country's total energy requirement (TER) is its 
apparent consumption of commercial energy (production + imports - exports 
bunkers ± stock changes) plus traditional fuels (fuelwood, charcoal, plant and animal 
wastes). It is the energy that a country uses directly, and does not include the energy 
embodied in imported goods. 

Per capita TER ranges from 2 gigajoules in Comoros to 1035 gigajoules in Qatar (UN 
Statistical Division, Annual). The range narrows bUl is still wiele when countries are 
grouped by HDI (Table 25). In general. a very low TER is a symptom of low human 
development. But the range is sufficiently wide to suggest that energy consumption is 
not tightly linked to human development. The weak association may be due in part to 
the nature of the HDI, which includes longevity and educational attainment, and 
heavily discounts income above PPP$5,835 (in 1994). A closer relationship would be 
expected between energy consumption and real per capita Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP). 



HDI 

:,.ClOO __ _ I

· LOWEST T.ER PER CAPITA 
, glgaJoules 
. 50 Barbados 

---

HIGHEST TER PER CAPITA 
gigajoules 

.342 USA 
.S9" - .800 

;"-"---
.709 - . 7 0:::0"--__ 

1.00. Cl. - .:>.-00 
I~ 400 - .'~OO 
1<.300 

I 14 Dominica _______ -1-1 -;clc:0c:'>:c5c'Q",a",ta=r~-c 
': 10 Sri Lanka '_______ • 18~ Saudi Arabia 

! 5 Cape Verde 1127 L:kraine 
I 2 Comoros I 24 Zambia 

----...;.c~ 

) 6 Chad I 13 Gambia 

Table 25. Total energy requirement (TER) grouped by Human Development Index (HOI) 
[1994] (UNDP 1997; UN Statistical Division. Annual). 

: REAL GOP PER CAPITA LOWEST TER PER PPP$OOO HIGHEST TER PER PPP$OOO I 

>20 

I 1"-10.1 

1 10.0-5.1 

, 5.0-2.6 
2Sl.! 

Id.O 

PPP$OOO gigaioules gigajoules -J 
5.0 Switzerland 15.0 Brunei Darussalam 

15.5 Canada 
~ .:::!.l Iviauritius 56.2 Qatar 

13.1 Fmland 

12.3 Dominica 

, 3.1 Sri Lanka 
, 1. 5 Comoros 

1

26 ... 0 Trinida.d & Tab, ago I 
~8.8 Slovakia ---j 

,----- I 53.0 Kazakstan -=-~ 

8.6 Chad _____ ~::.c.::.. := __ 
; 46.1 Azerbaiian 
31.~ Rwanda 

Table 26. Total energy requirement (TER) per $PPPOOO per capita real Gross Domestk 
Product (GOP) grouped by per capita real GOP [1994] (UNDP 1997; UN Statistical 
Division, Annual). 

Enerb'Y consumption per thousand $PPP per person of real GDP ranges from 1.5 
gigajoules (Comoros) to 56.2 gigajoules (Qatar). The range narrows considerably when 
countries are grouped by real GDP per capita. especially above $5000 and when 
petroleum exporting economies (Brunei Darussalam, Qatar, Trinidad & Tobago) are 
excluded (Table 26). 

It is easier for small countries than for large countries to be energy efficient, because 
population densities are greater and transportation distances shorter. Small countries 
such as Mauritius have energy consumption patterns similar to a city and its hinterland 
in a large country. This generalization is borne out by Tables 27-32, which cover 
('Ountries with real per capita GDPs of, respectively, more than PPP$20,000, 
PPP$20,000-1O,100, PPP$I 0,000-5,100, PPP$5,000-2,600, PPP$2,500-1, 100, and 
SPPP$I,OOO, and order the countries by size class. 
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I SIZE I pop i 'I HDI REAL GOP: ENERGY PPP$/ I gigaiouJe2'1 
CLASS I KM~ ,1994 PER CAPITA! 1094 per capita , gigaiou1e 

'I' PPP$OOO 
I I 1095 , PPP$ 1904 I requirement I 1004 1994 i 

COUNTRY 

h-K I'! gigaioul~ -----L __ ~ 
USA=--c-__ ---+--L 029 I .9~_ CD,397I 312 " ~ __ 13~ 

If Canada 6, 003
1 .960 I 21.450 , ~1'J4°: ,I 146'61.~ I ~'8~ 

'j )3 51 033 9~Oi qh8~ , " , i! af n " - . I ). 

! France 
'---

1061 
,--,' 

l)'l ! , 5 .946 20.510 , l'H.l " 7 . .J ! , 

~lceland -
1 951 1.0::,.51 9.51 5 003 .042 20,566 I 

! Norway 5 014 .943 ' 21,346 i 221 , 06.b' 10.4 I 
I Switzerland 4 178 , .930 24,967 139 

• 
179.6 I 5.b' 

20,667 : 164.0 I 

i 
~ustria ! 4.1 097 .9'32 I 126 6.1 i 

! 

'----
135.0 I /.4! Denmark 4 157 

- '--' 123, .92:+=:21,341 
B~lgium 4, ":0"'" '10- 202 103~ 9.6 I 3\t~~- 0,.8::' '-- --

Kuwait 4 : 093 .844 21.8/5' 269 81.3 12.3 
-" I c;~' .... , - "'--~xemb,o~u=r~QL-_+-__ )~ __ ~-+~~4-__ .. _~3~4~'1~::'~::'-+1 __ ~ __ ~~'~'~/8~. ____ 9~0~.~4~, __ , __ ~1~1~.1~~ 

! Brunei ~' 30.4471 excl solid fuels I b3.0 15.9 i 
I Danlssalanl ____ -;c-I--=;c:-I--=;;+ _____ -;;-~=c1,...:("'O...:i"'n...:l'-'9...:9..:2:.;)_;4o:8:_;3~, ------;;-=-::;-t-------c;-;-o;ci'! 
I Sin a ':;re - :2 20,087 245 • 85.7, 11.7 ' 

Table 27. Income, size, and energy consumption: counu'ies with real GDP pef capita of 
> PPP$20,OOO. 

SC ~ size class of countrv: 7 ~ ten millions of krn'; 6 ~ millions of km"' 5 ~ hundred thousands 
ot" km'; .. ~ ten tl,0usands of km'; 3 ~ mousands of km2

; :2 ~ hundreds of km'; 1 ~ tens of km=. 

Pop./km2 C~ population densitv (rAO 190 6a). 

HOI ~ Human Development Index (lCNDP 190 7). 

Real per capita GOP; UNDP 19'>7. 

Energy elata; UN Satistical Division, Annual. 
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'COUNTRY 1 SIZE I POP.; HDI! REAL GOP ENERGY I 1'1'1'$/ 1 gigajoules/ 
CLASS KM" 19041' PER CAPITA i 1994 per capita: gigajoule 1 1'1'1'$000 

, i 190 5 1'1'1'$ 1094 'requirement 1994 190 4, 

I II ----c-t- I I ,"--, 1 gigajoule:-;o-;- --~ --"~ 
Australia : ", 6! 002 I .931 1\'.2851 234 82:41 12.1, 

r'Italv' , 51 laS .021 i 19.363 1t9 i 162.71 - 6.1! 
~pain ---+---~5+-~0=7~8+-~.0~3~4~' --~1~4~.~3_~?4~:----~~8~9+--~1~6~~00~ .. 00~ '_-:'~-_-_~6~'~~1 

G-;'rmany i ') 234 .924' 19,675 162 li21:ST S.L, 
, United Kingdom, 5 242 i .931 18,620 156 119.4 i 8.4' 

Greece 5 081 .oZ3 11,265 I q6 11/.3 8.5 
;\jew Zealand 5 013 I .937! 16,851 : 172 98.0 i 10.2 
~ '--::~-'--=~--~-=1 
0weden 5! 021 .936 i _.cI=-cSc.c.5-,,4cC0+-__ , 213, 87.0' It.S I 

" finland ___ -:.-:.:-:.~~~_5=+: _0:c.1:_/:+_.co9co4'=0+ __ -:clco7.'.A=cI='7c-'-____ -=.2-'='"8~~------c_-'ci~:c.' .c:4'i-_ '-~II 
Oman I 5 010 .7IS1 10,078' 156 64,6 15.5 

, Portugal 4 lOS, .890 ' 12.326 63+1_-=-1 0.c.' ~5cc·7,'-- __ -cc5.:.c.lc-' 
! Bahamas --'I---4"+,-0:'2:c.O:"+-.C:8~9C:4+--' 15.SI5i-jI,--ex-c7Itrad fu~l~ 1 18004 I 5.5 'I 

I.cI::.:sr-:ca",e=-1 ~'~~-:.-:.-_-_-'i-jt=====""'4-f1-'"'2""'6CiCS-f'~.9iC'lcc3c-l-, ---lc-6-,CiCO""2""3+------=a-cc7'i'--cl·'6-=5',2c-'-' ----6C'.o-il 
I Ireland' ~: 052' .9291' 16.061, _____ 125 128.5 7.8' 

Slovenia ' 4 099 .886, 10.404 98 106.2 "'---'-9'.4 

Korea, R 4 454 .8C,0 1 10,656 I ___ 10.:12 , C,5':.oI+-_, lQ2 
Netherlands 4 456 i .940 10.238 213' 90.3 l!.l " 

--~---::+-~~~~+--~~~~---~~--,~~ 
33.2 ' 

EInirates 
United Arab 4 029 I' .866 16,000 '~J--02 30.1 Ii 

ceQ:='=-a ta=-r'------t --'4-+ 11-""0""::'0=-,' +-.-=8""'4=-0+, ---lc-8~' ,~40=-3~, ---7"1035 ""'I-=/C'. o~, +--~5~6'.2'i 

I Mauritius ,, __ +-_~3o-+ 556, .831 i 13,1721' 28 470A! 2L 
I Cvpms 3, 079 ,007C-II-----::1.;.3'-',0:-.:c7,::1'i------8::.0=-,-!i--Ic..4~6::.c . .c.9+---b&; 
., Barbados ?' b'O-/ 907 II 051 ' "O~,', "010 ' 'i I - '==-,-' ----0' i J ~- • +-__ ,,"".:..::...j 
"Malta 2 lJ63 .887' 13,009 f--~~ 60, 216.8 4.D! 
'I~in 2 836 I .87°1 15,321 exc! solicituels i 3004: 32.9" 

'-_-.1., _____ -'-'(.c0 in 1902) 504C.l1 ___ -'-__ , ...J 
Table 28. Income, size, and energy consumption: countries with real GOP per capita of 
PPP$20,OOO-10,100. For key and sources, see Table 27. 
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I COUNTRY I SIZE 
, CLASS 

POPi HOI' REAL GOP' ENERGY 'PPP$/! gigajoules/ I 

KM] 1994 I PER CAPITA! 1904 ~er capita i gigajouIe 'I' PPP$OOO " 
I \' 1905 I PPP$ 1094 ' reqUIrement I 1994 100.1, 
I , I! gigajoules~ !,~ __ , I 
hCOIOmbia -ii---6 035 .848 6.1ClZl-- 2±Li79.6l E 
, Brazil 6 019' ,.7,83 i ~,-.3()2L- ___ 39 I, 13 137.5,,1" 7.~ 
I Ar..ze1o-,t_in_a ___ I '6 013 .884 i 8.937 _ 67-r----J:33,4 7.~ I 

Algeria 1 b ~ 012 .i",7 I ~.442 47 '115.S 8.6, 
Mexico '---+---,:0.)+,-0::'4::" ~=.,"', -.:.c8~5~3-+-~' 7.384 64 115.4 i 8.7 i 
Iran. Islamic R 6 039! .780 5.766', 55 104.S 0.5 

I Libyan Arab J 6 003, .801' 6,1~5 , 100 61.2' 16.3 
• Saudi Arabia ' () , 009 .774 I 9.338 182 ! " 51.3 I' 19.5 I 

iUruguav ---r--__ 5:c-t-' ---,0~lcc8'-i" .8831 6.752 i_~217.S '" 4~ 
I Tunisia , I --=5'-i'_.:0.::.,5S

I
.748: 5,319~ -:JIL~197.01, 5\ 

• _C_h_il_e ~'" _ ,_-+-__ -=c5 019, .891' 9.129 49 1863 !.,~ 
Turkev I 5 079'.772 5,19:, 34 l52.7 6.S; 
SvrianArab R 5 077 .755 5,397 31 145.9 0.9 

Thailand 5 i 114 .833 7.104 52 136.6, 7.3 
, Malavsia 5 061 •. 832' 8,865' 68' 130.'1, 7.7 

I 

Venezuela r-_---:5C]'_-;;025' .861 8,120 134
1' 60.6 16.5 I 

,Costa Rica I 41 067 .880 5,919' 31 190.0 ' 5.21 
, Panama ---j--~~4~:~~0~3~51=-c:80'bc-· 4''''1 6.1 04 ,------ -:;3-:;3c1!--,,'Cl~85C'.O;oTI--" 5,4/ 

• Fiji ' 4 042 I .863 5,/63 3" IS0.1 I 5.6' 
1-~---~=+-------'-cT-----c-O-C-~--_CO-C' 
, Belize I 4 009: .806 5.500 48 116.5 S.6 ! 

Hungary 4' III i .857 6.437 07 b6.4 i 15.1 I 

Czech R. 4! 134 .882 9,201 147 62.6 16.0, 
Slova'''ki-:C' a-----+---4+~lcclco2+, ":.~8~7::C3+, ---'c6"',3cc8"'9c"-, ----..:lcc2"'0"'-~5~3"'.,.;.~-t, ---7-1 ":;'8."iCS" 

I 

Trinidgad & 31 251 I' .880 I 9,124 245, 37.2 • 26.9 , 
Toba 0 

~-~~~~~---~~+-----~--j---c~~;c-r---~ 
, DOlllil1JCa 2 090 .873, b,1l8 14 437.0 2.3 

St Vincent & 2 285 .836 i 5,650 i 18, 313.9 3.2 

~r:eI1ild~ne_s ___ +-__ c4_~_.t.~c4 ___ ~_~ "-1-1----- ;;co-t---== -'-----;c: 
, Seychelles 2 169' .845 7,891 27 : 292.3 ' 3..1 , 

StLucia 2 272, .838 6.182 21 294..1 '3.4' 
Grenada 2 I 2"S .843 5.137 22 233.5 4.3 
StKitts &Nevis <)! 114 .853 S),.-!36 49 192.6 5.2 

Antigua & 2 I 157 .802 i 15.977 62 144.8 6.9 
Barbuda 

Table 29. Income, size, and energy consumption. countries with real GDP per capita of 
PPP$10,000-5,100. For key and sources. see Table 27. 
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COUNTRY , SIZE 
I CLASS 

POP.! 
](:-'1 2 

1995 

HDI REAl GDP ENERGY I' PPP$/ gigajoulesi , 
1994, PER CAPITA ! 1994 per capita ,gigajoule PPP$OOO I 

1 
PPP$ 1;:1' 94 requirement', 1094 1994, 

gigajoules I -si' 
-R~'~'-~F~d ~I "I 009'" 790 48"8 17" I "~4' ')' 
, USSlan e. -+----"---c-----"-'cc..f--'.'--:-' -=-+. ___ .;.'-:' c::-~I_ b _ I., . b. J 

I Egypt- ,'t--__ b_· Lf-' _0_S8e-+- ._6_14_' . 3,846 , ~ 183~ 5.51 
'Peru_====-_+-__ b-+_0~1~9~._.~7~1-c-7 f 3,6451 20: 182.21 5.51 
, Indonesia 6 107 .668 3,7 40 ~2' 170.0 I ~ll 
Bolivia 6 007 .589 2,598 \ 17 152.8 6,5 
Mongolia 6' 002 .661 3,766 41 91.9: 10.9 

i China 6, 12'1 .626 2,604 20 89.8 11.1 : 
I ](a. zakstan 6 OOb .700· 3,284 177 
r-;.-I----=--t-.::..::..:+,~I__----=-=-: 1 
_Morocco 5 ObO .566' 3,681 14 

~atemala 1.~--::'=-'+--.0091~2'; ·'~/'072=-6.+---__ -_--;3c;-'-:2-;;0,-;-8+-_-:....-_-_-_-_-:'-=~c';-II_--=1..:5-,-2:.:.8+; __ bb.::'8' c-' 
Paraguay ... _-f-. ____ ,.5~,_~~+_~=_I- 3S11 ~., . I~Tr 
Philippines i ) 230 ,672 2,681 , 10 i 141.1 ,IT 
Ecuador 5 041 .775 4,626 37 I 125.0 ~ 5.0 

, Guyc:a.e,n."'a'---__ --1-I. 5 004 .649 i . ___ 2-;,7~2c,9_+-- ___ 2~b--t' , 105.0 I 9.5 I 

I Suriname 51 003, .792 4,711 59 79.8, 12.5 
I Cuba 5.1 100 .723 3,000 i 46 6'1.2 15.3 
r Iraq 51 046! .531 3,159 i exc! solid fuels 59,6 I 16.8 

! ! (0 in 92 &9;~ I cl=--=' ! 

I Pol~nd -.~~~:~-~~-=)-' -lcc2"'7""' .~~ --=scc.0"'0-=2+j- 1 0448.1 . ~ 
Belarus 5 050 .806! 4,713.' 08 48.1 '26:8 

I.Gabon 5 004 .J62 , 3,641 81 45.0 22.2 : 
Bulgaria 5 076' .780 4,533 101 ! 44. 0 22.3 
Romania 5, 099 .748 4,037 94 42.9 23.3 

Korea, DPR . ____ -"'5+--.cc1 0'C'. 8=+_'o7~6c'C5..c' ___ -:3,-,9C'b,-5c..;..: __ 135 29.4 34.0 
~~~~~--. ..~ 

Turkmenistan 5 010 I .723 i 3,469 + __ --=1-:3-'.° __ [,,0-:3,"1-'-_.25.0 I 40.1 
;u~=kr~a=1-1_1e====-:,-:,-_-1,-.--c'C5:-f,-.c0.c8c'C9-t:--'-.~/c'81::C9I'-+I'~ 2,718 1 127 I' ... '21 4 I 46 7 

Sri Lanka I 'I! 280 . __ 3;;--=,2",7:o7~, _____ --;1-;-0-+1_--;-3o;-2o;-7"c7-t-__ -;c3cc.lc-1' 
'AIb~nia I 4 119 .655 I 2,788 , 14 . ISlo.1 5.0 
, Dominican R 4 162 .718' 3,933 ' 24 I 163.0 6.1 
Jordan 4 047 .730 I 4,187 30 I 130.6 7.2, 

LL~e-"bc..ca,"n-"o-,-n,--__ -+-__ ...:'±+-=3,,0..:1~":"'c-7q'C..'.:.4+-- c1,863 55 : 88.'1 11.3 , , .. --~~~--------~+----=-=~----~~ 
lamaica 4 233 .736 3,816 53 12.0j I:~ 

f-"M=a=c=e-"d:::'on-lc-·a-,~f. .... 4; 0831 .7·"'4-;c8-11----;;3c'-;,965 5"'0+--=bc'C7.2+,I--~1-4.91' 
I Yugoslav R ! 

\ Croa~t1~·a~ ____ ~ ____ ~4f_~0~8~5-t,--,-.7~6~O~I-----=3~,~9~6~Ofl--________ ~6~0,'----~6~6~.0~----~1~5~.~~", 
Lithuania 4 I 057' .762 4.011 "41 42.7 ' 23.4J 

t."'La_lv_ia-;-___ -t-
1 
---4c-T,~-,0i!. .711 3.332 i 84 39.7 25.21 

i Estonia 4 ' 035 .7/6, 4',:2:O:o=.-:4c+----·-14·c7oc, +---2;;-Q;;-,.2 , '34.2' 
rs:-a~-m~~o=-a~---f---;c;-3+--;c0~50"', +-".6c;8":4c-i~---;'2;-',7~2;;'6~i ------=..:.1~8,--71;5'C..I:.":.4+---:-:6=.b'"-l· 

Table 30. Income, size, and energy consumption: countries with real GOP per capita of 
PPP$5,OOO-2,600. For key and sources, see Table 27. 
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I-COUNTRY HOI REALGOP ! ENERGY! PPP$/ I gigajoule>! I 

l
' 10 94 PER CAPITA 190 4 per caPlta,I g, 19ajoule : PPP$OOO 

, PPP$ 1994 requirement 1904 I 190 4 i 

I gina joules I 
'~ ---+---~~~ 

! Angola 6 000 .335' 1,600 , 8 ,200.0 5.0 
I Sudan I 6 all .333 1.084 III 08.5 10.1 

India 6' 313 i .446 1.348 14 96.3 i 10.4, 

t~_~u_sr_ita_nia. __ -+- --%t--g~~ I :~~~. -~-:~-~~t-----. :~ 2!~:~ , . 1¥oJ 

i-B-a;"g'-cla-d~e~scch-_-_-=-~!---=--_5c+! ., 020 I .36;-o8c+t':::':::':::':::':::cOl ,-;.3-;c3-;-1 +--,-' _-__ . ,----;--0;6-+ 221.8~. 4.5
1

' 

: Pakistan., I 5 169 .445' .. 2,1541 12 I?O.'-l ,~ 
• Uganda I S 096' .328 1.370 , 8 ' 171.2 I, 5.8 , 

I Mya;'ruir:.-.. __ ,' - --::S",,' ---c0o-.6:-9 ' .475 
Sene al is' 044 .326 

.. Cameroon 5 029 .468, 
Guinea'S 027' .271 

1.051 
1.596 1 

1.960 : 
1,103 

7 
11 
14 
8, 

Viet Nam 5 .. 226 .557 1,208 a 
, Congo ) I 008 .500 2,410, 10 

I Ghana ---=5+--075' .468 ,. '---=~=--) ,']2:::'01-- 19 

!
Honduras I' 5 ' OS3 .575 1 2.050, I, excl solid fuels: 

1 I I J (,0 in 1( 92) 19/ 

6.7 150.1 ' 
145~.I-+--·"'--6.-0 ~ 

140.0 7.1 
13/.9 , 
134.2 7.4 
126.,8,+__ 7.CI 
111.6, '0:0 
107.9 • 

,C6ted'Ivoire 5 044 .368' 1.668 16 ' I 04.2 9.6j 
Nigeri-a--'----,! - --;c5+~loc220;-1-,.393 I 1,3S1 -_-._-_-_-_-_--;'I'=3::.:::.:::.:::c-l'cc03"'."'0+ ___ -;9:-.c;-'b, 

LCent. African R. i , __ --=S+---o0"'Oco5-i.--'c.3c-:S'-'50+--.-1=-,.=,1'C3~0+------;-I,col+--.c.l.0c_;2_;.':-' " _, 0.7 , 
h'\iepa_l;--__ --1 __ 5' 157 .34"'7t-__ -.o1.l37:-1-____ , _;0-120;-1- 04.71 10.6 
, Zimbahwe5 : 028.513 2,106 28 78.4 12.7 

I Uzbekistan -i __ --=5+--'055 ,662 -=2"c.4:-:3'c:8:-,-___ ~=8::70+----:2::c8~:.'C0+---35.71 
Tajikistan S 042 .580' 1.117 ' 46 [93], 2·1.3 41.2 , 

-i\~T:cJanc::u:=a::..t=u=-=--·'-+---.=,4+--'0-=1=4-f.--".5::c4::c7:+---2=-,.:.2~7.:..6+----='"-'-':6o'-J.-~3=7..::0.'3:+1 --=2"'.6'-', 

Togo I 4 075' .365 1.109 S 221.8 • 4.S. 
-+---'-+--"-~ --::'~-4------~+ 'I 

Solomon Is 4 013 .5~6 2,118 14 151.31 6.6 
Bhutan 4' 015 .338 1,289: 0 143.2 7.0 

Djibouc:c:ti,-c __ -+ __ ",4=+___:0:.:2:..c7-+...:,,,,3.:.1 9-,-,-: ___ .:.1 '::' 2:..c7...:0'-iL-____ ___:c~) +-___:1'-4:.:1:c . .:.l..L ___ ~'-' .~1 
Equat.Guinea 4 014: .462: 1,673 15 111.5! 9.0 
~nia 4, 133; .651 1.737 171 102,2: 0.8! 
ffC.-:;Ec-lc-,.c.So'c:ca-;1-;v"'c::a::::c::dc-o~r~~~~.::":.:::_'_-_ .. _4~.:::.:::i2~7;1~;...:'-.::.S~9~21'-'-·~.:::~.:::=2~'-. .:..4~1...:~~,~f----_' ----=2...:8~lr .. --':.:8:=6"'.3:c.+-- .. ·-l-l-.6-

Geo.;..r~gii.cca_=-_-+ ___ 4-=+_077 .637 I,S8~, 31 [93] Sl.l 10,6 
, Moldova. R 4 132 .612' 1;576 i 46! 34.3 29.2 
i~\;.,~rbaijan 4 OS7 .636' 1.67'i5 t 77 : 21.7 , ..!6.1 

Comoros 3 224: .412 1,366 :2 , 683.0: I.S 
Cape Verde 3 094 I .547 1,862 5 372.4 I ~ 

, Maldives "! 850 .611 2.200 "275.0: 3.6 

~Sc-:' Tc-:0:.:m",e::.' .=&=P",ri::::n.:.c,-. L.._--=o,-'_...:1...:7.:2C.L":" ~'i. 3::-.4.:.' .L.. __ . __ l-'.. 7_0_4-"-_____ .. , :.:8-,-_=2.=,1:.:3.:...0,-,-_ _...i2.. 
Table 31. Income, size, and energy consumption: countries with real GOP per capita of 
PPP$2,500-1,lOO. For key and sources. see Table 27. 
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,COUNTRY 

I Chad 

!, SIZE I POP.! i HOI I REAL GDP I ENERG~ PPP$;-'gigajoules7f 
I CLASS! KM.= I' 1994 ' PER CAP. I.T A ,11904 per capita 1 gigajoule ! PPp$OOO ' 
, I, 190 5 " PPP$ 1004 , requirement I 1994 190 4 

i a'oules 
--~~~~~~+--~~T---

6' 005 .2158 700, 6 116.7 8.6 
, Niger 007, .206 787 7 112.4 , 8.9 
, Mali 543 6 ' 90.5 ' 11.0 , 

Ethiopia t 427 , q 47.4 21.1 
~==--- .. ----"+ ---==-+--=:...:.::.+------=~ ---- ---'--I- -----=~+_--.---, 
Z' DR 019 400' II 390 "56, alre now 

j ."' ~. ! . . ~ , 

, Congo ! I i 

, Mozambique , 5, 021 I .281 9861 10 98.0 
, 

10.1 
1 Madal'.ascar 5 023 .350 

6
(

4) 
8, 86.7 ! ll.S i 

: Yemen 5 O~9 " .361 i 10 80.5 i __ 12.4 " I' .. . 
805 ._-_ .. '-1 Burkina Paso 

, S: 038 .221 796, 10, 79.6 12.61 
1 Malawi 5 104 .320 I 6CJ4 i 12 5, .8 17.3 
i Tanzania, UR 5 034 ! .357 i 65b 1 13 • 50.5 ! 19.8 ! 

., 

30 ! . 
r Zambia 5 012 . b. 962 ! 241 40.1 24.9 

Guinea-Bissau 4, 038 I .291 7931 7 113.3 8.8 
Haiti 4: 260 .338 896' 10 89.6 11.2 
Burundi , 4 244, .247, 698 : 8 87.2 : I!.) I 

f 

0 39_1 __ 
I I 

i Gambia , ,.f i III 
I .

281
1 

13 : 72.2 13.8, 
--

Sierra Leone 4: OW .176 643 9 71.4 
Rwanda I 259 .187 " 352 II 32.0 

Table 32. Income, size, and energy consumption: countries witl1 real GDP per capita of 
"PPP$l,OOO. For kev and sources. see Table 27. 

Conclusions and policy implications 

14.01 
31.2 

Tables 27·29 show clear and consistent series, with (apart from a few exceptions) the 
lowest and highest figures for energy consumption per income declining from the 
biggest to the smallest countries. vVithin each size class and income bracket, there is a 
range of performance, except where a size class is represented by only one or two 
countries. For example, the differences between Japan and Norway, Switzerland and 
Belgium (Table 27); Italy and Finland, Portugal and Netherlands (Table 28); Colombia 
and Mexico, Uruguay and Malaysia, Costa Rica and Slovakia, and Dominica and 
Antigua & Barbuda (Table 2CJ). These differences indicate a substantial potential for 
improving efficiency, notwithstanding differences in energy needs (for example, some 
countries are hot, some cold, some temperate). 

Petroleum exporting economies are invariably less efficient than other countries in the 
same income bracket and size class, as are nations of the former communist bloc in 
Europe and Asia. They are not included in the above examples. 

Tables 30·32 show an even wider range of performance within size classes, because the 
extremes of poor performance are greater than in Tables 27·'29. The contrast between 
the two sets of tables suggests that almost all countries in all size classes and income 
brackets have plenty of room to increase energy efficiency. But that, in addition, for 
countries with real per capita GDPs of PPP$S,OOO and below, an important way of 
improving performance is to expand the economy. 
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Materials 

Material consumption may be viewed from two angles. One is the "thingness" of 
societies-the number and importance of artifacts and technologies, which ones have 
greatest social and symbolic value, and their impacts on the ecosystem. Information on 
this aspect is largely confined to anthropological studies and is not dealt with here. The 
other angle is total material flow or total material requirement (TMR). TMR has been 
calculated for only four countries: Germany (by the \Vuppertallnstitute), Tapan (by 
the National Institute for Environmental Studies), Netherlands Iby the ~etherlands 
Institute of f lousing, Spatial Planning, and Environment), and the USA (by \Vorld 
Resources Institute). 

In their report on the findings, Adriaanse et al. (1997) define TMR as direct material 
input plus hidden material flow. Direct material input (DMl) is the flow of natural 
resources that enter the economy as commodities for further processing. Examples are 
grains used in food manufacturing, petroleum sent to a refinery, minerals that go into 
metal products, and logs for lumber. DMI includes domestic production plus imports, 
except for imported commodities that pass through a country without being altered or 
stored there. Exports are not deducted because DMI is a measure of the total 
thoughput of materials on which a nation's economic activity depends. 

Hidden material flow (HMF) consists of the natural resources that are displaced, 
disturbed or removed to obtain resources that are counted as D~1I. One type of HMF 
is material excavated or disturbed to obtain a natural resource or to constnlct or 
maintain infrastructure. Examples are the overburden that must be removed to reach 
an ore body, soil erosion from agriculture, or material moved to build a highway or 
dredge a channel. The other type of HMF is material that is extracted with the desired 
resource and then separated from it and discarded. Examples are the portion of ore 
that is removed to concentrate it, and vegetation that is harvested along with timber or 
grain and subsequently disposed of. Unlike natural resources counted in the DMI, the 
HMF is not assigned a monetary or commodity value, is not included in national 
accounts, and has hitherto been ignored. HMF was originally dubbed the "ecological 
rucksack" IBringezu 1997). 

The USA has the highest TMR per capita, closely followed by Germany (10% smaller) 
and the Netherlands 120% smaller). Tapan's TMR per capita is much the smallest of 
the four, being almost half that of the USA and a third of the Netherlands' (the next 
smallest). Japan also has a much higher Human Development Index (HDI) and real 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per unit of TMR than the other countries. In general 
the lower the TMR per capita, the more efficient the performance in relation to both 
human development and GDP. The single exception is the per capita GDP of the USA 
which is higher per unit of TMR than those of Germany and the Netherlands, despite 
the USA's higher TMR (Table 33). 

Overall material intensity-the TMR/GDP ratio (GDP measured in constant local 
currency)-declined in all four countries between 1975 and 1990, suggesting a modest 
decoupling of natural resource use from economic performance. Since 1990 material 
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intensity has continued to decline in the United States and Japan, although it appears 
to have~levelled off in Japan and may now be rising. In Germany and the Netherlands, 
it rose sharply in the early 1990s, due to reunification in Germany and for 
undetermined reasons in the ~etherlands. The declines in material intensity roughly 
correspond to the rising share of the selyice sector, which between 1977 and 1994 
grew from 54'Yo to 60% in Japan, 63% to 70% in the Netherlands, and 63% to 72% in 
the USA (\Vorld Bank 1 CJ97b). 

Two-thirds of the TMR of Germany and lapan is from domestic production, the 
cemaining third from imports. By contrast, virtually all (95%) of the USA's TMR is 
trom domestic production, but only a quarter of the Netherlands'. This means that
apart from emissions to the atmosphere and water bodies (mostly fossil fuels)-most of 
the ecosystem stress from material flow in the USA, and much of it in Japan and 
Germany, occurs within those countries. But most of the stress from material flow 
through the Netherlands occurs in other countries. 

I Germany 

!TMR (000 t-;0con;-;n_es~) ____ -+-__ 5~, ~_I 53,984 : 

I 
composition (96) 1 

domestic OM! ~O , 
i domestic HMF 44 i 

imported OM! Q06, I' 

imported HMF ~ , 
/JMR per ca pita (tonnes) 76 I 

~
IIO! (,100) pertonne 1.2' 

TMR er capita I' 

. PPP$ pe-~ capita per tonne 259 
TMR ta per capl . , 

tonnes TMR per capita per 39 
PPP$IOO per capita 

Netherlands 
1,031.181 

21 I 
5 

04 1 

" ! 

50 
67 ! 

1 

"8~ , 
- I ! 

05 I 
). ' 

I 

I 

Japan '-II_~;:U_-=S=-:A~~ 
5.657,000! 2l.047.000 I -- I 

~31 22 ! 

i~ I 7~ I' 

H 3 

~ 314, 
i 

21 00 
0_ 

TER (000 terajoules) 13,144 3,271 I 18.309 ! 00,580 
'7 " " l TERpercaplta (glga]oules) i Ib_t _13 147 3·L I 

'I tonnes TMR per terajoule ,138 315 : 300 
I' 242 1 

TER I I 
f tera joules TER pec 000 '1-, ----~2-;. 3-;'!-- -----;;3-;.2;-+-------'0;-3 .-;;2c-11-----4~.-cI'1 
I torl1\eS TMR i, I 

Table 33. Annual (1994) total material requirement (TMR) of Germany, Netherlands, 
Japan, and USA: total, per capita, and in relation to Human Development Index (HD!), 
real Gross Domestic Product (PPP$), and annual total energy requirement (TER). 

Measuring the weight of materials that now through an economy is useful for 
determining the size and composition of its material requirement. However, it is a 
weak indicator of ecosystem stress, which varies substantially depending on the type of 
material and the ecosystem affected. Ecosystem stress also depends on the composition 
of material flow, which differs greatly among the four countries (Table 34). Fossil fuels 
are likely to be the most damaging group of materials because of their impacts on soil 
and water (acidification), local air quality and the atmosphere. They contribute from 
26% of TMR in Japan to 45% in Germany-and are the biggest component in all 

countries but the Netherlands. Most of the fossil fuels are domestically produced in the 
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USA and Germany, and imported in the Netherlands and japan. The large hidden 
Hows associated with fossil fuels are due to coal mining, which requires the removal of 

great quantities of overburden. 

In Germany, the other major components of material How are construction materials, 
imported semi-rnanufactures, and industrial minerals (such as potash, salt and clay). In 

the Netherlands, they are renewables (mostly livestock feed, potatoes, sugar beets, and 
vegetables), imported semi-manufactures, and construction materials. In Japan, they, 

are construction materials, infrastructure, metals (primarily for the automobile 
inJustry), and imported semi-manufactures. In the USA, they are soil erosion, 

infrastructure, and metals. 

The main impacts of construction and infrastructure are likely to be encroachment on 

productive agricultural land and on the habitats of wild species. The significant role of 
infrastructure in japan renects the large amount of excavation and levelling required to 

build settlements in this predominately mountainous country. In the USA, it reneets 
continued highway repair and expansion, due to the country's size and the value placed 

on the automobile and independent mobility. 

Soil erosion reduces the productivity of the land. It is particularly high in the LTSA 
because much of the most productive land is naturally erosive and relatively marginal 

lands are still being used for agriculture. Although erosion makes up a small proportion 
of Germany's TMR, the average rate of erosion exceeds the soil regeneration rate by a 

factor of ten (Adriaanse et al. 1997). 

Germany Netherlands Japan USA 

~~~~'}~f;-r';" OMI _.--'-'- HYiF TOT OMI HMF TOT OMI HMF TOT OMI HMF Tori 
37.7, ~8.4 50.4, 44,6 39.2 21.8 29.6 1 Q ~. 29.4 25.S 40.7 36.8 , .1 I 

Me~ls 2.8 4.61 4.1 1.7 8.5: .•.. 5;5 6.7! 18.6 . L4.2 4.2 11.1 " 9.4.1 
; Industrial 

I 

3:17 13.1110.5 1.2 0.110.6, o )! 0.8
1 

4.1 2.4, 2.01 2 .1 1 .0 

nunerals 
I i I ' .. ' -- - - , -------~~t- I~ , 

ConstnlCtion 43.7' 3.51. .14.0 18.1 4.3110,5 52.11 0.01 19.4 33.61 1.0! 8.91 
materials i I I '.. I, ! • 1 

, 
: 1 

I Infrastructure b.O 4.4 7.1 f 4.0 
- I 30.8! 1931 I 21.61 1.6.4 

! Soil erosion 

12.5+ 
2.6 1.9 0.3 ·0.2 

8.91 
0.2 0.1 23.1' 17.5 

I Rene\vablt>s 
--,."---

17.21 3.6 ··5.9- 31.9 36.8 34,6 5.3 ,!i.6 ~ e 5.9-, ".J 
: Imported semi- ! 7.01 16.3 13.11 1.9 20.9 12:4 o ,! 14.8 1Q.21 0.9: 2.2 1.9 _.Cl 
manufactures I 

I .. ' ! ! I , 

o-:ct- , - -- '"-- ---
, Imported 1 0.7 5.9

1 
2.61 0.5: 0.2 

1.
0

1 
0.2 

! ~.ClI : -- -- --

j finished goods i I .. ! I : 

!TOTAL 
, 100.0! 1001: 100.0 999 99.8 100.0 10001 9991 99 •. 9 100.0 100.1 100_0 , 

Table 34. Composition (%) of combined domestic and imported material requirement of 
Germany, Netherlands, Japan, and USA: direct material input (DM!), hidden material 
flow (HMF), and totals (TOT). 
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Overall conclusions and policv implications 

The reviews of food, water, and energy consumption show a diversity of patterns, More 
importantly they show there is not a one-to-one relationship between ('onsumption 
and prosperity, Particularly, within country size classes and income brackets, there is 
ample scope for increasing consumption efficien('ies, The sample covered in the review 
of materials consumption is too small to draw conclusions, but there is no reason to 
suppose that the patterns of materials ('onsumption differ from those of the other 
resources. 

The range of performance among countries with real per capita GDPs greater than 
PPP$5,OOO show that improvements can be gained not merely by increasing 
efficiencies but also by reducing consumption overalL This is not true, however, for 
countries with per capita GDPs below this level or where food sufficiency and self
reliance are low. In these countries, consumption has to be raised-although here, too, 
efficiency gains are necessary and possible. 

L~lobal reviews are adequate to show the potential for increasing efficiency and 
reducing consumption in broad terms. But more detailed study of groups of countries 
in the same size classes and income brackets are required to develop practical policy 
options. Mu('h of the potential lies in improving production practices rather than 
consumer behaviour. Bul since production improvements could result in increased 
prices, policies need also to address consumers to avoid suffering by the poor and 
resistance by the not-poor. 

Consumption has always been influenced by three forces: basic needs, personal 
preferences, and social norms. The consumer society adds a fourth force: producers and 
their advertisers, who try to persuade people that they can meet their needs, satisfY 
their deepest longings and improve their social position if they buy this or that 
product. In the past, the people who felt the basic needs and personal preferences also 
shaped the social norms. Now norms are being promoted by an external group 
! producers and advertisers). 

Legislation, prices, and awareness building are the main 111echanislTIS that governments 
and groups of citizens can use to promote norms that favour reduced and more 
efficient consumption. Th" detailed studies called for above would provide essential 
information for developing those mechanisms. 
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